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Preface   

The Swedish National Agency for Education here presents the third and last 
part of the official statistics for the year 2009 regarding pre-school  activities, 
school-age child care, schools and adult education. This report present 
“Costs” and cover all types of activity within the Swedish National Agency 
for  Education’s sphere of responsibility. SCB has on request from the Swedish 
 National Agency for Education produced the statistics in this report. 

As from 2004, the Official Statistics of the Swedish National Agency for 
Education will be published exclusively on the Agency’s website. To increase 
the accessibility of the statistics a revision of the statistic site was carried out 
in March 2008. The data is there presented per form of activity on national 
level (Official Statistics), county respectively municipality level. The data is 
then  collected in three parts of the Official Statistics “Educational results”, 
 “Children, pupils and staff ” and “Costs” on national level.

 At the Swedish National Agency for Education’s website you will also find 
SIRIS, which contains information about grades and educational results at 
school level and information about pupils who has completed upper secondary 
school.

We are pleased to receive opinions and ideas as to how the Official Statistics 
on pre-school activities, school-age child care, schools and adult education can 
be further developed. Please direct general comments and questions about the 
reports to the Unit for education statistics of the Swedish National Agency for 
Education, phone +46 (0)8-527 332 00. 

For questions about individual statistics, contact should be made first with 
 Statistics Sweden (SCB), Education and jobs, phone +46 (0)19-17 60 00,  
as they have access to the basic data.

Stockholm, September 2009

Christina Sandström José Luis Berrospi
Head of Unit Director of Education
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The official statistics on pre-school activities 
school-age child care, schools and adult 
education

Until 1993/94, Statistics Sweden was responsible for publication of the  Official 
Statistics on pre-school activities, school-age child care, schools and adult 
 education.

They were published in “Statistiska Meddelanden” (SM) [the Statistical 
 Reports]. As of the budget year 1994/95, the Swedish National Agency for 
Education assumed responsibility for pre-school activities and child care statis-
tics in conjunction with changes in the division of responsibility for national 
statistics.

The Swedish National Agency for Education has developed a model for 
 publication of the Official Statistics on pre-school activities, school-age child 
care, schools and adult education. The aim is that the statistics shall

• be up-to-date

• be clearly structured

• describe whole entities

• receive wider distribution

The Official Statistics on pre-school activities, school-age child care, schools 
and adult education is published annually in three parts. From 2004 these are 
published exclusively on the Swedish National Agency for Education’s website (statis-
tics), partly in PDF-format (each report) and partly in Excel-format (the tables). In 
April 2007 a revision of the statistic site was carried out in order to increase the 
accessibility to the Official Statistics at the Swedish National  Agency of Educa-
tion. The data is presented per activity at national, county and municipal level 
and where data is available at school level (database SIRIS). SIRIS also contains 
the analysis tool SALSA. This is a tool that can be used to judge compulsory 
schools’ complete grade results after certain consideration has been given to the 
pupil composition of the schools.

The statistics cover all forms of activity falling within the National Agency 
for Education’s sphere of responsibility and is published in

• November/December Educational results for compulsory schools and 
 upper secondary schools (previous school year)

• February School year statistics and educational results for 
municipal adult education, (previous school year)

• April Children, pupils and staff (present school year, 
measurement day/week during autumn term)

• September Costs (previous calendar year)
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The statistics are presented for respective area of activity within pre-school 
 activities, school-age child care, pre-school class, compulsory school, Sami 
school, special school, education for pupils with learning disabilities, 
 upper  secondary school, municipal adult education, education for adults 
with  learning disabilities, Swedish tuition for immigrants, independent 
 supplementary education and Swedish education abroad.

Statistics for pre-school activities, school-age child care and compulsory 
school are also presented at county council and municipality level in Sweden’s 
Statistical Databases (SSD), which are run by Statistics Sweden. 
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Description of the tables

As has already been mentioned, the statistics are reported at national level, and 
are often supplemented with distribution measurements for municipalities 
and averages for different groups of municipalities. For each school form, their 
activities are presented with regard to different types of principal organiser, i.e. 
those with responsibility for the activities. These may be municipalities, county 
councils, the state or independent principal organisers. The report is presented 
in a similar way for all activities within pre-school activities, school-age child 
care, schools and adult education.

Each table has explanations and definitions. Information is also given here 
on how to find equivalent data for previous years.

Distribution measurements for principal organisers 

The tables primarily present national figures. However, in several cases it has 
been deemed interesting to study distribution among a group of principal or-
ganisers for various variables. One particular type of table in the report there-
fore shows maximum value, minimum value, median, quartiles and percentiles 
for different variables. For an unaccustomed user of statistics, it can be difficult 
to understand these tables and how to read them. A detailed explanation there-
fore follows below.

These tables present data on school activities with various principal organis-
ers. The tables may be described as follows: within each column the principal 
organisers are ranked according to the variable in question. The top row shows the 
value for the principal organiser with the highest value for that variable, i.e. the 
maximum value. In the same way, the lowest value which occurs is shown on 
the bottom row of the table, i.e. the minimum value.

The percentage rates in the tables’ first column, 90 per cent, 75 per cent, 
50 per cent, 25 per cent and 10 per cent, show the proportion of the municipalities 
with a value for the variable in question that is lower than the value shown in the 
column for the variable.

In table 2 B, for example, on compulsory school – expenditure, first column, 
“Total expenditure”, all 290 municipalities have been ranked according to the 
total expenditure per pupil for each principal organiser. For the principal or-
ganiser with the maximum value, the total expenditure is SEK 111 700, while 
the expenditure per pupil for the principal organiser with the minimum value 
is SEK 65 500. In the same way, it can be seen that 50 per cent of the munici-
palities had expenditure lower than SEK 81 100 and 90 per cent of the princi-
pal organisers had expenditure lower than SEK 91 200 per pupil and so on.

Since the municipalities are ranked on the basis of respective variable in the 
table, these tables can only be read vertically, i.e. each column separately. We 
can continue with table 2 B as an example and look at the column “Tuition”. 
A different ranking of the municipalities is used here compared to the column 
“Total expenditure”. This means that the municipality that has the highest  total 
expenditure, the maximum value in the first column, is not necessarily the same 
municipality as has the highest expenditure for tuition, i.e. the maximum value 
in the second column. To emphasise that each column is to be read  separately and 
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independently of the other columns, solid lines have been drawn between all the 
 columns in this type of table.

All principal organisers with expenditure have been included in the  calculation 
of the distribution measurements relating to columns with  expenditure data.

With regard to the tables relating to upper secondary school, municipal 
adult education and education for adults with learning disabilities, calculation 
is affected by the local authority associations (upper secondary associations) 
that exist for these types of school. In these tables, the upper secondary associa-
tions have been included in the calculation of the distribution measurements, 
but the municipalities which are members of the upper secondary associations 
are not included. The costs of individual programmes in upper secondary 
school are in some cases listed for the relevant municipality. Principal organisers 
whose values for one or more variables are for some reason too uncertain to be 
shown are not included in the calculation for the respective variable.

Averages for municipality groups 

Another way of showing how the value of a variable can vary for different 
municipalities is to group similar municipalities with each other and show 
the average for each group. We have used the Swedish Association of Local 
 Authorities and Regions (SALAR)´s grouping of municipalities in the following 
groups:

• big cities

• suburban municipalities

• larger towns

• commute municipalities

• sparsely-populated municipalities

• manufacturing municipalities

• other >25,000 population

• other 12,500–25,000 population

• other <12,500 population 

The grouping is based on details of the municipalities’ population, location, 
population density, inhabitants per square kilometre and commercial and 
industrial structure. The municipality groups have been changed from 2005 
which result in complications when comparing previous year’s municipality 
group averages. A more detailed description of the criteria’s that are used can  
be found in appendix 3.   

The calculation of the averages for municipality groups includes those mu-
nicipalities which have the type of school in question. This calculation method 
applies to all types of school. The municipality group averages for calculations 
of expenditure per pupil are weighted, i.e. expenditure for the variable is to-
talled for all the municipalities in the municipality group and divided by the 
corresponding number of pupils. 

With regard to the tables relating to upper secondary school, municipal adult 
education and education for adults with learning disabilities, calculation is 
 affected by the local authority associations that exist for these types of school. In 
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the row “All municipalities”, all municipalities where the type of school exists 
are included, as well as the local authority associations. In the figures for mu-
nicipality groups, neither the local authority associations nor the municipalities 
belonging to them are included.

Key to symbols

The following symbols are used in the tables:
0  means does not exist, or only to such a small extent that the result after  

rounding off is 0.

.    means not applicable.

..   means data much too uncertain. Used if the data is incomplete or is  
missing due to missing data or if it is deemed to be of poor 
 quality.

 or 
 the data is not shown due to the number of units in the reported 

group being fewer than three and the data being considered 
 sensitive.

1)  means special explanation can be found together with explanations and  
definitions in the tables.

Quality matters etc.

In Appendix 1, “Data reliability”, Statistics Sweden describes how the data 
has been collected, comparability with previous years’ statistics and, finally, 
shows the quality of different types of data. Many important comments on the 
 statistics, which are essential for their interpretation, can be found there. We 
therefore recommend that readers make good use of this Appendix!
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Additional statistics on child-care,  
schools and adult education

Other publications from the National Agency for Education:

“Comparative figures for pre-school activities, school-age child care, schools and 
adult education” have been published annually since 1993 and consist mainly 
of a number of tables showing comparative figures per municipality, county 
council or group of independent schools. Part 1, published in April, contains 
data on children, pupils, staff and educational results and part 2, which is pub-
lished in September, contains information on costs. As of 2004, these reports 
will only be published on the Swedish National Agency for Education’s website. 
The target group for these publications is primarily principal organisers.

“Descriptive data on pre-school activities, school-age child care, schools and 
adult education” provides a clear verbal and statistical description of pre-school 
 activities, child care and all types of school. It has been published annually 
since autumn 1992. The report, which provides national statistics for all forms 
of activity, is a complement to the Swedish National Agency for Education’s 
presentation of its Official Statistics. The publication can also be used by a 
wider target group, perhaps mainly people, organisations etc. which do not 
work directly within the pre-school/school-age child care and school sectors but 
which require a clear description of all or parts of the fields. The report pro-
vides clear descriptions of all forms of activity, mainly at national level. There 
is a mixture of both text and tables. The reports from 2000, 2003, 2006 and 
2009 are available in English.

You can order “Descriptive data on pre-school activities, school-age child care, 
schools and adult education” from: 

Fritzes kundservice
106 47 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 (0)8-690 95 76
Fax: +46 (0)8-690 95 50
E-mail: skolverket@fritzes.se

The Swedish National Agency for Education presents its reports on its website, 
along with short summaries.

Statistics Sweden’s publications

Statistics Sweden’s “Statistiska meddelanden, serie U” [Statistical Reports, series 
U] contains statistics about the educational system. Information includes 
follow-up studies of those attending compulsory and upper secondary schools, 
municipal adult education, folk high schools as well as universities and colleges. 
There are also statistics on universities and colleges, e.g. regarding students, re-
searchers, staff, finances, student grants etc. There is also information on costs 
related to the educational system as a whole. Prior to 1994, statistics were also 
presented on pupils, teachers, grades etc. in those types of school covered by 
the publication in question in Statistical Reports, series U.
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“Utbildningsstatistisk årsbok” [Yearbook of Educational Statistics] contains 
a broad presentation of statistics on the entire educational system from pre-
school to university and college. The yearbook also lists international statistics. 
The different types of activities are described using text, diagrams and tables. 
The most recent complete Yearbook of Educational Statistics was published in 
2004 and will be published in 2007 next time. A table appendix to the year-
book is published annually on the website of Statistics Sweden.

“På tal om utbildning”, earlier named “Fickskolan” [The Pocket School] is an-
other publication covering all types of school. It offers a pocket-sized summary 
of statistics on all forms of activity. The publication is presented in Swedish 
once a year, with the ambition to translate it into English every second year. 
The latest Swedish version was published in spring 2008 and the English in 
springtime 2009.

For more information about the collection or ordering of special selections 
contact:

SCB
Enheten för statistik om utbildning och arbete
701 89 Örebro
Sweden
Phone: +46 (0)19-17 60 00
E-mail: skolstatistik@scb.se

Sweden’s Statistical Databases, which are continually being developed, contain 
Official Statistics of Sweden from the authorities responsible for statistics which 
have chosen to publish by this method. Since 1 January 2000, access to the 
databases has been free of charge. The databases can be accessed via Statistics 
Sweden’s website at http://www.scb.se.

The above publications can be ordered from:
SCB
Publikationstjänsten
701 89 Örebro
Sweden
Tel +46 (0)19-17 68 00
Fax +46 (0)19-17 64 44
E-mail: publ@scb.se
or
Statistics Sweden’s website at http://www.scb.se



Tables
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liST Of TAblES

Tables
Pre-school activities and school-age childcare – Expenses – National level
Expenses for pre-school activities and school-age childcare 2008, Table 1, is table 1 in respective
area of activity (i.e. Pre-school, Family day-care home and Leisure-time centre)  

Table 1 Costs 2008

Pre-school  – Expenses – National level
Table 2 A Expenses by organiser per child 2008, distribution measurements for municipalities
Table 2 B Expenses by organiser per child 2008, mean values for municipality groups

Family day-care home  – Expenses – National level

Table 2 A Expenses by organiser per child 2008, distrbution measurements for municipalities
Table 2 B Expenses by organiser per child 2008, mean values for municipality groups

Leisure-time centre – Expenses – National level
Table 2 A Expenses by organiser per child 2008, distribution measurements for municipalities
Table 2 B Expenses by organiser per child 2008, mean values for municipality groups

All activities in pre-school activities and school-age child-care, compulsory 
and non-compulsory education for children and adults  – Expenses – 
National level

Expenses for pre-school activities, school-age childcare, compulsory and non-compulsory education for 
children and adults, Table 1 below, is table 1 in respective area of activitiy  (i.e. compulsory and 
non-compulsory education for children and adults). 

Table 1 Expenses for all activities in pre-school activities and school-age child-care, compulsory and 
non-compulsory education for children and adults 2008.

Pre-school class – Expenses – National level
Table 2 A Expenses by organiser 2008
Table 2 B Expenses by organiser per pupil 2008, distribution measurements for municipalities
Table 2 C Expenses by organiser per pupil 2008, mean values for municipality

groups and specialisations at independent schools

Compulsory school – Expenses – National level
Organiser
Table 2 A Expenses by organiser 2008
Table 2 B Expenses by organiser per pupil 2008, distribution measurements for municipalities
Table 2 C Expenses by organiser per pupil 2008, mean values for municipality

groups and specialisations at independent schools

Municipality of residence
Table 3 A Expenses by municipality of residence 2008
Table 3 B Expenses by municipality of residence per pupil 2008, distribution measurements 

for municipalities
Table 3 C Expenses by municipality of residence per pupil 2008, mean values for municipality

groups 

Special school – Expenses – National level 
Table 2 Expenses by organiser 2008

Compulsory education for pupils with learning disabilities – Expenses – National level 
Table 2 A Expenses by organiser 2008
Table 2 B Expenses by organiser per pupil 2008, distribution measurements for municipalities
Table 2 C Expenses by organiser per pupil 2008, mean values for municipality groups 
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liST Of TAblES

Upper secundary education for pupils with learning disabilities – Expenses – National level 
Table 2 A Expenses by organiser 2008
Table 2 B Expenses by organiser per pupil 2008, distribution measurements for municipalities
Table 2 C Expenses by organiser per pupil 2008, mean values for municipality groups 

Upper secondary school – Expenses – National level
Organiser
Table 2 A Expenses by organiser 2008
Table 2 B Expenses by organiser per pupil 2008, distribution measurements for municipalities
Table 2 C Expenses by organiser per pupil 2008, mean values for municipality

groups and specialisations at independent schools

Municipality of residence
Table 3 A Expenses by municipality of residence 2008
Table 3 B Expenses by municipality of residence per pupil 2008, distributions 

measurements for municipalitites
Table 3 C Expenses by municipality of residence per pupil 2008, mean values for   

municipality groups

Municipal adult education – Expenses – National level
Organiser  
Table 2 A Expenses by organiser, 2008
Table 2 B Expenses by organiser per full-time pupil 2008, distribution measurements for municipalitites
Table 2 C Expenses by organiser per full-time pupil 2008, mean values for municipality

groups   

Municipality of residence
Table 3 A Expenses by municipality of residence 2008
Table 3 B Expenses by municipality of residence per student 2008, distribution measurements

for municipalities
Table 3 C Expenses by municipality of residence per student 2008, mean values for 

municipality groups

Education for adults with learning disabilities – Expenses – National level 
Table 2 A Expenses by organiser 2008
Table 2 B Expenses by organiser per pupil 2008, distribution measurements

for municipalities
Table 2 C Expenses by organiser per pupil 2008, mean values for municipality groups   

 
Independent supplementary education – Expenses – National level
Table 2 Expenses by organiser 2008

Swedish education abroad - Expenses – National level
Table 1 A Expenses per pupil 2007/08 per continent
Table 1 B Expenses per pupil 2007/08 per size of school
Table 1 C Expenses per pupil 2007/08 per continent and size of school
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PrE-SChOOl ACTiviTiES AND SChOOl-AgE ChilD CArE  
– ExPENSES – NATiONAl lEvEl

Table 1: Expenses 2008

Pre-school activities and school-age child care
– Expenses – National level
Table 1: Expenses  2008

Total of which   Level of
expenses Expenditure on activities under municipal management financing

Municipal Total expenses of which   via fees (%)
Pre-school activities and expenses Premises Staff expenses (under municipal 
school-age child care plus for privately (under municipal (under municipal management) 
their component activities run activities management) management)

Pre-school activities and  
school-age child care
   Total,  SEK thousand 62 519 879              .              .              .              . 10
   Proportion (%) 100,0              .              .              .              .              . 
   Expenses per enrolled child, SEK 1) 77 900 72 700 78 200              . 57 800              . 

Pre-school 
   Total,  SEK thousand 48 217 038 7 019 886 40 851 380 5 502 438 30 065 887 8
   Proportion (%) 100,0 14,6 100,0 13,5 73,6              . 
   Expendses per enrolled child, SEK 112 500 89 400 116 600 15 700 85 800              . 

Family day-care home
   Total,  SEK thousand 2 496 248 380 430 2 099 142              . 1 799 530 10
   Proportion (%) 100,0 15,2 100,0              . 85,7              . 
   Expenses per enrolled child, SEK 93 900 86 100 94 600              . 81 100              . 

Leisure-time centre
   Total,  SEK thousand 11 332 048 932 486 10 374 761 1 641 693 7 533 410 16
   Proportion (%) 100,0 8,2 100,0 15,8 72,6              . 
   Expenses per enrolled child, SEK 33 200 29 400 33 600 5 300 24 400              . 

Open pre-school
   Total,  SEK thousand 290 432              .              .              .              .              . 
   Proportion (%) 100,0              .              .              .              .              . 

Open leisure-time activities
for 10-12 yr olds
   Total,  SEK thousand 184 113              .              .              .              .              . 
   Proportion (%) 100,0              .              .              .              .              . 
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Explanations and definitions to table 1
The table shows expenses for 2008.

* Total expenses Total expenses includes expenses for all pre-school activities and 
schoolchild-care (also open activities), for example expenses for central 
and local administration, localcosts, capitalcosts, wages and staffcosts. 
The expendses also includes municipal contribution to private organisers. 
Revenues from other municipal administrations (activities) and from sales to 
other municipalities and county councils have been deducted.

Municipal expenses on Municipal expenses on payment to private providers.
  privately run activities

-Total expenses on activities Total municipal expenses on activities run by the municipality
  under municipal management

- Premises (municipal management)Municipal premises expenses on pre-school activites and schoolchild care under municipal management.

- Staff costs (under municipal Municipal staff expenses on pre-school activites and schoolchild care under municipal management.
  management)

- Level of financing via fees (%) States how large a proportion of the expenditure for municipal pre-school 
  (under municipal management) activities and schoolchild-care are financed by fees paid by parents. 

Estimation of level of financing via fees: fees paid by parents for municipal 
pre-school activity and schoolchild-care divided with the cost of municipal 
pre-school activity and schoolchild-care.

  * Expenses per enrolled child Expenses divided by the average number of children enrolled in each
activity on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008.

1) Expenses per enrolled child does not include the cost of open pre-school or open leisure-time activities
   as there are no children enrolled in these activities.

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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Pre-school –  Expenses  – National level
Table 2 A: Expenses 2008, distribution measurements for municipalities

Total expenses Activities under municipal management
Distribution measurements per enrolled child Total expenses of which Level of financing
municipalities1) per enrolled child Premises Staff costs via fees (%)
Max 142 800 147 800 24 500 112 300 15
90% 122 500 127 200 18 900 95 400 10
75% 116 100 119 000 16 900 90 000 9
Median 110 400 112 900 14 400 84 500 8
25% 104 800 107 400 12 100 79 500 7
10% 98 900 100 300 10 300 73 600 7
Min 82 000 84 000 100 63 000 5
For further explanation of distribution measurements, see Description of the tables.

Table 2 B: Expenses 2008, mean values for municipality groups 

Total expenses Activities under municipal management
per enrolled child Total expendses of which Level of financing

Municipality groups2) per enrolled child Premises Staff costs via fees (%)
All municipalities 112 500 116 600 15 700 85 800 8
Big cities 120 700 131 000 17 500 91 900 6
Suburban municipalities 109 800 114 300 16 300 81 900 9
Larger towns 112 100 115 000 15 900 86 900 8
Commute municipalities 109 200 112 500 16 300 81 700 9
Sparsely-populated munic. 116 200 119 500 13 000 91 400 7
Manufacturing municipalities 108 700 110 500 13 800 85 100 9
Other, > 25 000 population 109 200 112 000 14 400 82 900 8
Other,12 500-25 000 population 111 500 114 200 14 800 85 800 8
Other, < 12 500 population 110 500 111 900 13 700 83 300 8
For explanation of municipality groups, see Appendix 3.

Explanations and definitions to table 2 A - 2 B
The table shows expenses for 2008.

* Total expenses per enrolled child Total expenses includes all expenses for pre-school, for example 
expenses for administration, premises, capitalcosts, wages and staff costs.
The expenses also includes municipal contribution to private organisers.
Revenues from other municipal administrations (activities) and from sales
to other municipalities and county councils have been deducted.

* Total expenses on activities Total municipal expenses on pre-schools run by the municipality.
  under municipal management

     - Premises Municipal premises costs for pre-schools under municipal management.

     - Staff costs Municipal staff costs for pre-schools under municipal management.

     - Level of financing via fees (%) States how large a proportion of the expenses for municipal pre-school 
are financed by fees paid by parents. Estimation of level of financing via fees: 
fees paid by parents for municipal pre-school divided with the expenses of municipal 
pre-school.

  * Expenses per enrolled child The cost divided by the average number of children enrolled in 
pre-school on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008.

1) Tables with distribution measurement show data only on activities with municipal principal organiser. In these
tables for each variable, i.e. each separate column, the municipalities have been ranked according to that particular 
variable. The top row shows the value for the municipality with the highest value for that variable, i.e. the maximum 
value. In the same way, the lowest value that any municipality has for that variable is shown in the bottom row 
of the table, i.e. the minimum value. The percentage rates in the tables’ first column, 90 percent, 75 percent, 
50 percent, 25 percent and 10 percent, show the proportion of the municipalities with a value of the variable in

Table 2 A: Expenses 2008, distribution measurements for municipalities
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question that is lower than the value shown in the column for the variable.
2) The classification of municipalities was made by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions. The
municipalities were divided into nine categories according to structural parameters such as population, commuting 
patterns and economic structure.

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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Family day-care homes – Expenses – National level
Table 2 A: Expenses 2008, distribution measurements for municipalities

Total expenses Activities under municipal management
Distribution measurements per enrolled child Total expenses of which Level of financing
for municipalities1) per enrolled child Staff costs via fees (%)
Max 269 100 363 300 230 300 22
90% 112 900 117 700 99 600 13
75% 104 300 106 200 90 300 11
Median 91 800 92 700 79 900 10
25% 82 600 83 500 71 200 9
10% 73 800 74 900 63 800 7
Min 0 0 0 .
For further explanation of distribution measurements, see Description of the tables.

Table 2 B: Expenses 2008, mean values for municipality groups 

Total expenses Activities under municipal management
per enrolled child Total expenses of which Level of financing

Municipality groups2) per enrolled child Staff costs via fees (%)
All municipalities 93 900 94 600 81 100 10
Big cities 98 400 98 100 89 300 9
Suburban municipalities 98 400 102 700 85 400 10
Larger towns 95 800 97 400 84 600 10
Commute municipalities 90 800 90 900 78 300 10
Sparsely-populated municip. 89 800 89 800 77 000 9
Manufacturing municip. 88 400 88 900 76 900 10
Other, > 25 000 population 91 600 93 000 79 000 9
Other,12 500-25 000 population 89 400 90 300 77 600 10
Other, < 12 500 population 88 900 88 900 73 700 10
For explanation of municipality groups, see Appendix 3.

Explanations and definitions to table 2A - 2 B
The table shows expenses for 2008.

* Total expenses Total expenses includes expenditures for family day-care homes, 
for example expenses for administration, premises, capital  costs, 
wages and staff costs. The expenditure also includes municipal 
contribution to private organisers. Revenues from other municipal 
administrations (activities) and from sales to other municipalities and 
county councils have been deducted.

* Total expenses on activities Total municipal expenses on family day-care homes run 
  under municipal management by the municipality.

  - Staff costs Municipal staff costs for family day-care homes under municipal management.

  - Level of financing via fees (%) States how large a proportion of the expenses for municipal family day-care 
homes are financed by fees paid by parents. Estimation of level of financing 
via fees: fees paid by parents for municipal family day-care homes divided 
with the expenses for municipal family day-care homes.

* Expenses per enrolled child Expenses divided by the average number of children enrolled in 
family day-care homes on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008.
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1) Tables with distribution measurement show data only on activities with municipal principal organiser. In these
tables for each variable, i.e. each separate column, the municipalities have been ranked according to that particular 
variable. The top row shows the value for the municipality with the highest value for that variable, i.e. the maximum 
value. In the same way, the lowest value that any municipality has for that variable is shown in the bottom row 
of the table, i.e. the minimum value. The percentage rates in the tables’ first column, 90 percent, 75 percent, 
50 percent, 25 percent and 10 percent, show the proportion of the municipalities with a value of the variable in
question that is lower than the value shown in the column for the variable.
2) The classification of municipalities was made by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions. The
municipalities were divided into nine categories according to structural parameters such as population, commuting 
patterns and economic structure.

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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Leisure-time centres –  Expenses – National level
Table 2 A: Expenses  2008, distribution measurements for municipalities

Total expenses Activities under municipal management
Distribution measurements per enrolled child Total expenses of which   Level of financing
for municipalities1) per enrolled child Premises Staff costs via fees (%)
Max 54 600 54 700 15 800 47 600 31
90% 42 400 43 100 8 600 31 600 21
75% 38 000 38 400 6 700 28 000 18
Median 33 400 33 500 4 900 24 900 16
25% 29 800 30 200 3 500 22 000 13
10% 26 200 26 300 2 300 18 600 11
Min 18 800 18 600 0 12 600 4
For further explanation of distribution measurements, see Description of the tables.

Table 2 B: Expenses 2008, mean values for  municipality groups 

Total expenses Activities under municipal management
per enrolled child Total expenses of which   Level of financing

Municipality groups2) per enrolled child Premises Staff costs via fees (%)
All municipalities 33 200 33 600 5 300 24 400 16
Big cities 33 800 34 400 4 500 26 400 16
Suburban municipalities 32 500 32 500 6 100 22 600 19
Larger towns 32 400 32 800 5 400 23 600 16
Commute municipalities 33 500 33 600 5 400 24 200 17
Sparsely-populated municip. 38 100 38 700 6 400 28 100 12
Manufacturing municipalities 35 000 35 300 4 700 26 400 15
Other, > 25 000 population 32 900 33 300 4 900 24 300 16
Other,12 500-25 000 population 34 000 34 300 5 100 25 200 15
Other, < 12 500 population 35 200 35 500 5 100 26 300 14
For explanation of municipality groups, see Appendix 3.

Explanations and definitions for table 2 A - 2 B
The table shows expenses for 2008.

* Total expenses per enrolled child Total expenses includes all expenditures leisure-time centres, for 
example expenses for administration, premises, capitalcosts, wages 
and staffcosts. The expenses also includes municipal contribution to 
private organisers. Revenues from other municipal administrations 
(activities) and from sales to other municipalities and county councils have been 
deducted.

* Total expenses on activities Total municipal expenses on leisure-time centres run by the municipality.
   under municipal management

  - Premises Municipal premises costs for leisure-time centres under municipal 

management.
  - Staff costs Municipal staff costs for leisure-time centres under municipal management.

  - Level of financing via fees (%) States the proportion of the expenses for municipal leisure-time centres
which is financed by fees paid by parents. Estimation of level of financing 
via fees: fees paid by parents for municipal leisure-time centres divided with 
the expenses of municipal leisure-time centres.

1) Tables with distribution measurement show data only on activities with municipal principal organiser. In these
tables for each variable, i.e. each separate column, the municipalities have been ranked according to that particular 
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variable. The top row shows the value for the municipality with the highest value for that variable, i.e. the maximum 
value. In the same way, the lowest value that any municipality has for that variable is shown in the bottom row 
of the table, i.e. the minimum value. The percentage rates in the tables’ first column, 90 percent, 75 percent, 
50 percent, 25 percent and 10 percent, show the proportion of the municipalities with a value of the variable in
question that is lower than the value shown in the column for the variable.

2) The classification of municipalities was made by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions. The
municipalities were divided into nine categories according to structural parameters such as population, commuting 
patterns and economic structure.

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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All ACTiviTiES wiThiN PrE-SChOOl ACTiviTiES, SChOOl-AgE  
ChilD CArE, SChOOlS AND ADulT EDuCATiON – ExPENSES  
– NATiONAl lEvEl

Table 1: Expenses on all activities within pre-school activities, school-age child care, 
schools and adult education 2008

 
All activities within pre-school activities, school-age child care,
schools and adult education –  Expenses – National level 
Table 1: Expenses on all activities within pre-school activities, school-age child care, 
               schools and adult education 2008

Expenses for all activities within pre-school activities and school - age childcare, schools and adult education 2008, 
Table 1, is table 1 in respective area of activity (i.e. Pre-school class -- Independent supplementary education)

Total of which  
expenses Tuition Premises School Teaching mate- Pupil welfare Other School transport

fixtures and meals rials, equip- and travel
Child care/ fittings ment and expenses
Type of school school libraries

Pre-school activities and 
school-age child care
   Total, SEK thousand 62 519 879                .              .               .              .              .              .              . 

Pre-school
   Total, SEK thousand 48 217 038                . 5 502 438 1)              .              .              .              .              . 
   Expenses per enrolled child, SEK 112 500                . 15 700 1)              .              .              .              .              . 

Family day-care home
   Total, SEK thousand 2 496 248                .              .               .              .              .              .              . 
   Expenses per enrolled child, SEK 93 900                .              .               .              .              .              .              . 

Leisure-time centre
   Total, SEK thousand 11 332 048                . 1 641 693 1)              .              .              .              .              . 
   Expendses per enrolled child, SEK 33 200                . 5 300 1)              .              .              .              .              . 

Open pre-school
   Total, SEK thousand 290 432                .              .               .              .              .              .              . 

Open leisure-time activities 
for 10-12 yr olds
   Total, SEK thousand 184 113                .              .               .              .              .              .              . 

Total all types of school
   Total, SEK thousand 131 576 485 2)              .              .               .              .              .              .              . 

Pre-school class
   Total, SEK thousand 4 549 561 3)              . 921 637 1)              .              .              .              .              . 
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 45 600                . 9 700 1)              .              .              .              .              . 

Compulsory school
   Total, SEK thousand 77 901 520 4) 38 968 039 14 898 021  4 621 816 2 888 540 1 851 796 12 002 078 2 469 971
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 83 600   41 900 16 000  5 000 3 100 1 990 12 900 2 700

Special school
   Total, SEK thousand 447 445 5) 140 594 62 844  11 754 4 460 13 421 139 451 25 381
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 772 600 6) 273 000 122 000  22 800 8 700 26 060 270 800 49 300

Compulsory education for pupils with learning disabilities.
   Total, SEK thousand 4 337 264 7) 1 998 445 391 446  66 595 68 273 55 350 1 141 990 451 884
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 358 000   171 900 33 700  5 700 5 900 4 760 98 200 36 800

Upper secundary education for pupils with learning disabilities
   Total, SEK thousand 2 460 940 8) 1 012 395 277 304  36 721 88 691 40 838 595 712 194 915
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 275 800   122 500 33 600  4 400 10 700 4 940 72 100 22 100

Upper secondary school
   Total, SEK thousand 36 089 404 9) 16 031 126 7 274 170  1 547 943 2 851 292 609 486 6 130 771 1 238 593
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 92 400   41 300 18 800  4 000 7 400 1 570 15 800 3 100

Municipal adult education
   Total, SEK thousand 3 699 373 10) 1 488 752 467 682               . 127 212 15 828 827 906              . 
   Expenses per full-time pupil, SEK 44 000 10) 24 600 7 700               . 2 100 260 13 700              . 

Education for adults with learning disab.
   Total, SEK thousand 193 503 11) 124 911 24 391               . 5 590 1 016 37 588              . 
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 38 200 11) 24 600 4 800               . 1 100 200 7 400              . 

Swedish tuition for immigrants
   Total, SEK thousand 1 549 589                .              .               .              .              .              .              . 
   Expenses per full-time pupil, SEK 36 300                .              .               .              .              .              .              . 

Independent supplementary education
   Total, SEK thousand 347 887   147 682 75 153  6 336 35 013 1 563 82 140              . 
   Expenses per full-time place, SEK 107 600   45 700 23 200  2 000 10 800 480 25 400              . 

Expenses for all activities within pre-school activities and school – age childcare, schools and adult education 2008,
Table 1, is table 1 in respective area of activity (i.e. Pre-school class – Independent supplementary education)
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Explanations and definitions for Table 1

All expenses data relates to the calendar year 2008. For independent schools whose financial year does not coincide
with the calendar year, the expenses is adjusted to 2008 price levels. 

The total expenses for activities within child care and pre-school  classes refers to expenditure on activities 
under municipal management and municipal payments to private providers. 
The total expenses for the types of school refers to expenditure for all principal organisers. The cost of
school transport is also included. School transport is included in the expenses per pupil. 

* Total expenses

   - Tuition Expenses, primarily salaries, for all teaching and timetabled activities such as  
tuition and tutoring. Salary costs for teachers during periods of in-service
training and salary costs for any substitute teachers are included here.

   - Premises, fixtures Expenses on schools' own and rented premises including fixtures and fittings and 
      and fittings capital expenses plus operational expenses such as heating and maintenance.

   - School meals Expenses on school meal provision and cafeterias, not including premises expenses.

   - Teaching materials, equipment Expenses on teaching materials, including fiction and non-fiction textbooks, 
     and school libraries plus expenses on audiovisual equipment and libraries.

   - Pupil welfare Expenses on school doctors, school nurses, school counsellors and 
school psychologists (also includes the cost of outsourced services).

   - Other All other costs which are not included in the types of expenditure above, e.g. 
study and careers advice, school management, administration and the expenses
of in-service training (excl. expenses of salary for teachers and any substitute).

   - School transport and Expenses on school transport/travel expenses, payment to transport companies
     travel expenses own vehicles, drivers and assistants.

* Expenses per Expenses divided by the average number of children enrolled in each
   enrolled child activity on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008.

* Expenses per Expenses divided by the number of pupils/full-time pupils (see relevant table).
   pupil/full-time pupil

* Independent Independent supplementary education programmes subject to government
   suppl. education inspection, entitled to student grants and/or receiving a government grant.

* Annual pupil place An annual pupil place is a place for a pupil in full-time education.

1)  Expenses relates to municipal expenses on premises for each activity.
2) The total expenses includes SEK 245 511 000  relating to newly started independent schools, i.e. those which
    started operating some time in 2008. Also included is SEK 9 786 000 relating to closed independent schools, 
    i.e. schools which ceased operating during 2008. The expenses also includes SEK 49 540 000 relating 
    to special needs resource centres.  Municipal payments to county councils and independent schools   
    plus government grants for two county councils for courses recruiting nationwide (education for pupils with 
    learning disabilities) are also included along with expenditure on school transport and pupil accommodation 
    for Sami school, SEK 2 019 000.
3) Expenses on pupils in pre-school classes within education for pupils with learning disabilities has been included in 
  expenses on education for pupils with learning disabilities.
4) The total expenses includes SEK 168 974 000 relating to newly started independent compulsory schools,
    i.e. those which started operating some time in 2008, plus SEK 32 498 000 relating to closed independent compulsory schools, 
    i.e. those which ceased operating some time during 2008. Also included is expenses on school transport and pupil accommodation 
   for Sami school, SEK 6 998  per pupil for the calendar year 2008.
5)  The total expeses also includes SEK 49 540 000 relating to special needs resource centres.
6) Expenses on special needs resource centres is not included in the expenditure per pupil.
7) The total expenses includes SEK 163 281 000 municipal payments to county councils and independent schools 
8) The total expenses includes SEK 191 312 000 municipal payments to county councils and independent upper secondary schools,
    i.e. those which started operating some time in 2008. 
    The total expenses also includes gouvernment grants to the national upper secondary school for pupils who are deaf or have impaired 
    hearing in Örebro SEK 110 842 000 
9) The total expenses and total expenditure per pupil include pupils at other education providers and the 
    municipalities' and county councils' payment to other education providers (SEK 771 855 000).
10)"Total expenses" and "total expenses per pupil" include expenses for pupils at other educational providers and  
    municipalities' and county councils' payment to other education providers (SEK 8 000).

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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Pre-school class – Expenses – National level
Table 2A: Principal organiser's expenses 2008

Total of which   
Principal organiser expenses Premises Staff costs

All principal organisers
   Total,  SEK thousand 4 548 459 1) 921 637 2 995 863
   Proportion (%) 100,0  20,3 65,9
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 48 100  9 700 31 700

Municipality
   Total,  SEK thousand 4 147 589   829 781 2 737 848
   Proportion (%) 100,0   20,0 66,0
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 47 400   9 500 31 300

Independent schools
   Total,  SEK thousand 400 870  91 855 258 016
   Proportion (%) 100,0   22,9 64,4
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 56 800  13 000 36 500
of which   
General
   Total,  SEK thousand 332 179  79 059 213 897
   Proportion (%) 100,0   23,8 64,4
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 55 400  13 200 35 700
Faith
   Total,  SEK thousand 38 348  7 464 25 463
   Proportion (%) 100,0   19,5 66,4
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 58 600  11 400 38 900
Waldorf
   Total,  SEK thousand 10 717  2 216 7 221
   Proportion (%) 100,0   20,7 67,4
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 55 400  11 500 37 300
International schools
   Total,  SEK thousand 19 627   3 116 11 435
   Proportion (%) 100,0   15,9 58,3
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 89 200   14 200 52 000

Table 2B: Principal organiser's expenses per pupil 2008, 
                  distribution measurements

Distribution measurements Total Premises Staff costs
for municipalities2) expenses

Max 90 500   29 100 61 700
90% 68 600   14 500 45 300
75% 56 900   11 900 38 000
Median 48 700   8 600 32 300
25% 40 500   5 300 26 700
10% 33 700   3 100 22 900
Min 18 500   0 13 000

Distribution measurements Total Premises Staff costs
for independent schools2) expenses

Max 376 200   75 000 305 000
90% 84 500   21 100 60 000
75% 67 100   15 800 44 400
Median 52 100   11 100 34 100
25% 40 900   7 300 26 000
10% 34 800   4 800 20 900
Min 16 300   0 10 200
The distribution measurements are presented for each variable separately.
For further explanation of distribution measurements, see Description of the tables.

Table 2 A: Principal organiser’s expenses 2008

Table 2b: Principal organiser's expenses per pupil 2008,  
distribution measurements
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Table 2 C: Principal organiser’s expenses per pupil 2007, mean values for municipality 
groups and specialisations at independent schools

Pre-school class – Expenses – National level
Table  2C: Principal organiser's expenses per pupil 2008, mean values 
                  for municipality groups and specialisations at independent schools

Total of which   
Municipality groups3) expenses Premises Staff costs
All municipalities 47 400 9 500 31 300
Big cities 45 700 13 300 27 700
Suburban municipalities 42 500 8 300 28 600
Larger towns 47 500 8 900 32 300
Commute municipalities 46 100 9 200 31 100
Sparsely-populated municip. 56 700 9 800 37 600
Manufacturing municipalities 48 800 8 600 31 900
Other, > 25 000 population 50 800 8 900 33 300
Other, 12 500 - 25 000 pop. 50 700 9 100 33 500
Other, < 12 500 population 53 000 9 500 34 400
For explanation of municipality groups, see Appendix 3.

Specialisations at Total of which   
independent schools expenses Premises Staff costs
All 56 800 13 000 36 500
General 55 400 13 200 35 700
Faith 58 600 11 400 38 900
Waldorf                                        55 400 11 500 37 300
International 89 200 14 200 52 000

Explanations and definitions for Table 2 
The table shows expenses for 2008.

* Total expenses The total expenses for municipal schools refers to expenditure 
on activities under municipal management and the costs for 
international and independent schools.

- Premises Premises costs for pre-school classes.

- Staff costs Staff costs for pre-school classes. 

* Expenses per pupil The cost divided by the average number of children enrolled in 
pre-school classes on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008.

1) The sum does not include municipalities' payments to private providers. This means that
   the expenses on private activities run by principal organisers other than independent schools 
   is not reported

2) Tables with distribution measurement show data only on activities with municipal principal organiser. In these
tables for each variable, i.e. each separate column, the municipalities have been ranked according to that particular 
variable. The top row shows the value for the municipality with the highest value for that variable, i.e. the maximum 
value. In the same way, the lowest value that any municipality has for that variable is shown in the bottom row 
of the table, i.e. the minimum value. The percentage rates in the tables’ first column, 90 percent, 75 percent, 
50 percent, 25 percent and 10 percent, show the proportion of the municipalities with a value of the variable in
question that is lower than the value shown in the column for the variable.

3) The classification of municipalities was made by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions. The
municipalities were divided into nine categories according to structural parameters such as population, commuting 
patterns and economic structure.

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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Table 2 A: Principal organiser’s expenses 2008
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 Compulsory school – Expenses – National level

Table 2A: Principal organiser's expenses 2008

Total of which  Income 
expenses Tuition Premises, School Teaching Pupil Other from

fixtures and meals materials, equip- welfare pupils fees
ment and

Principal organiser fittings school libraries

All principal organisers     
   Total,  SEK thousand 75 230 076 1)2) 38 968 039 14 898 021 4 621 816 2 888 540 1 851 796 12 002 078     64 341
   Proportion (%) 100,0    51,8 19,8 6,1 3,8 2,5 16,0     0,1
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 80 900    41 900 16 000 5 000 3 100 1 990 12 900     100

Municipality         
   Total,  SEK thousand 68 545 361    35 436 455 13 528 711 4 125 261 2 527 959 1 730 740 11 196 236                 . 
   Proportion (%) 100,0    51,7 19,7 6,0 3,7 2,5 16,3                 . 
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 81 300    42 100 16 100 4 900 3 000 2 050 13 300                 . 

Sami school         
   Total,  SEK thousand 32 851 1) 10 061 8 845 2 407 1 562 241 11 654 3)               . 
   Proportion (%) 100,0    30,6 26,9 7,3 4,8 0,7 35,5                 . 
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 113 900    34 900 30 700 8 300 5 400 840 40 400                 . 

Independent schools         
   Total,  SEK thousand 6 651 864 2) 3 521 522 1 360 466 494 148 359 019 120 814 794 189     64 341
   Proportion (%) 100,0    52,9 20,5 7,4 5,4 1,8 11,9     1,0
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 77 000    40 800 15 800 5 700 4 200 1 400 9 200     700
of which          
General         
   Total,  SEK thousand 5530214     2 906 916 1 153 490 412 794 304 304 97 126 653 878     122
   Proportion (%) 100     52,6 20,9 7,5 5,5 2 12     0
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 76400     40 200 15 900 5 700 4 200 1 340 9 000     0

Faith         
   Total,  SEK thousand 604442     336 376 107 152 41 370 29 202 11 013 79 327     127
   Proportion (%) 100     55,7 17,7 6,8 4,8 2 13     0
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 82000     45 600 14 500 5 600 4 000 1 490 10 800     0

Waldorf         
   Total,  SEK thousand 335064     186 262 70 515 27 088 12 316 7 525 31 359     0
   Proportion (%) 100     55,6 21,0 8,1 3,7 2 9     0
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 75900     42 200 16 000 6 100 2 800 1 700 7 100     0

International schools         
   Total,  SEK thousand 157 913    79 455 24 730 11 467 11 677 4 629 25 956     60 002
   Proportion (%) 100,0    50,3 15,7 7,3 7,4 2,9 16,4     38,0
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 80 800    40 600 12 600 5 900 6 000 2 370 13 300     30 700

National boarding schools         
   Total,  SEK thousand 24 231    12 513 4 578 1 430 1 520 522 3 668     4 090
   Proportion (%) 100,0    51,6 18,9 5,9 6,3 2,2 15,1     16,9
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 103 100    53 200 19 500 6 100 6 500 2 220 15 600     17 400
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Table 2 b: Principal organiser’s expenses per pupil 2008, distribution measurements

Compulsory school – Expenses  – National level
Table 2B: Principal organiser's expenses per pupil 2008, distribution measurements

Distributions Total Tuition Premises, School Teaching materials, Pupil welfare Other
measurements expenses fixtures and meals equipment and
for municipalities4) fittings school libraries

Max 111 700 66 500 25 500 9 000 7 500 9 940 25 400
90% 91 200 46 800 20 300 6 700 4 100 2 940 18 700
75% 85 600 42 900 17 600 5 700 3 500 2 400 15 900
Median 81 100 40 200 15 700 5 100 2 800 2 020 13 200
25% 76 100 38 100 13 800 4 500 2 300 1 690 11 400
10% 72 600 36 700 11 800 3 900 1 900 1 470 9 300
Min 65 500 32 300 7 700 400 1 100 900 3 200

Distributions Total Tuition Premises, School Teaching materials, Pupil welfare Other Income 
measurements for expenses fixtures and meals equipment and from
independent schools4) fittings school libraries pupils fees

Max 704 100 588 700 132 000 58 400 91 300 52 570 234 500 151 200
90% 179 600 113 200 27 900 9 400 8 200 3 110 24 400 0
75% 90 500 53 000 19 400 7 200 4 900 1 700 13 000 0
Median 74 300 41 200 14 000 5 700 3 500 1 090 8 400 0
25% 66 500 34 300 10 100 4 600 2 400 560 4 900 0
10% 59 200 29 900 6 900 3 800 1 600 160 2 900 0
Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The distribution measurements are presented for each variable separately.
For further explanation of distribution measurements, see Description of the tables.
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Table 2 C: Principal organiser’s expenses per pupil 2008, mean values  
for municipality groups and specialisations at independent schools

 Compulsory school – Expenses  – National level
Table  2C: Principal organiser's expenses per pupil 2008, mean values 
                  for municipality groups and specialisations at independent schools

Total of which  
expenses Tuition Premises, School Teaching materials, Pupil welfare Other

fixtures meals equipment and
Municipality groups5) and fittings school libraries

All municipalities 81 300 42 100 16 100 4 900 3 000 2 050 13 300
Big cities 91 100 52 900 18 100 4 900 2 700 2 120 10 400
Suburban municipalities 79 300 40 300 15 600 4 600 2 900 1 900 14 000
Larger towns 79 200 40 100 16 000 4 700 3 100 1 950 13 400
Commute municipalities 78 000 39 600 15 000 4 900 2 800 2 480 13 200
Sparsely-populated municip. 91 700 45 200 18 100 5 900 3 300 2 220 17 000
Manufacturing municipalities 78 300 39 300 15 100 5 200 3 000 2 160 13 500
Other, > 25 000 population 79 100 39 900 15 300 4 900 3 400 2 020 13 600
Other, 12 500 - 25 000 pop. 80 500 40 800 16 100 5 200 3 000 2 040 13 300
Other, < 12 500 population 83 600 42 300 16 000 5 400 2 400 2 230 15 300

For explanation of municipality groups, see Appendix 3.

Total of which  
expenses Tuition Premises, School Teaching materials, Pupil welfare Other Income from

Specialisations at fixtures and meals equipment and pupils fees

independent schools fittings school libraries

All 77 000 40 800 15 800 5 700 4 200 1 400 9 200 700
General 76 400 40 200 15 900 5 700 4 200 1 340 9 000 0
Faith 82 000 45 600 14 500 5 600 4 000 1 490 10 800 0
Waldorf                                    75 900 42 200 16 000 6 100 2 800 1 700 7 100 0
International 80 800 40 600 12 600 5 900 6 000 2 370 13 300 30 700
National boarding schools 103 100 53 200 19 500 6 100 6 500 2 220 15 600 17 400
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Explanations and definitions for Table 2
The tables show expenses for the principal organiser's schools.
All expenses data relates to the calendar year 2008. For independent schools whose financial year does not coincide 
with the calendar year, the expenses is adjusted to 2008 price levels. The expenses for independent schools only includes 
schools which started operating before 1 January 2008 and which have been operating for a whole year. 

Total expenses The total expenses includes expenses on tuition, premises, fixtures and fittings, school meals, 
teaching materials, equipment, school libraries, pupil welfare and other costs. 
Municipal expenses on school transport is not included, but is listed in table 3 A.

- Tuition Costs, primarily salaries, for all teaching and timetabled activities plus salary costs
for teachers during in-service training and salary costs for any substitute teachers.

- Premises, fixtures Expenses on schools' own and rented premises, including fixtures and fittings and capital
  and fittings costs, plus operational costs such as heating and maintenance.

- School meals Expenses on school meal provision and cafeterias. Premises costs are not included.

- Teachng materials, Expenses on teaching materials, including fiction and non-fiction textbooks, equipment incl.
  equipment and school capital and service costs etc. plus school library costs such as book purchases and salary costs.
  libraries

- Pupil welfare Expenses on school doctors, school nurses, school counsellors and school psychologists 
(also includes the cost of outsourced services).

- Other All other costs which are not included in the types of expenses above, e.g. study and careers advice,    
school management, administration and the costs of in-service training, such as 
course fees (excl. salary costs).

* Income from pupil fees Total income from pupil fees divided by the total number of pupils.

* Expenses per pupil The cost divided by: 
   - municipal -The average of the number of pupils on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008.

   - Sami school -The average of the number of pupils on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008.
incl. pupils integrated in compulsory school.

   - independent -The average of the number of pupils on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008.
However, for independent schools with a financial year other than the 
calendar year, the pupil numbers relate to 15 October 2007.

* Proportion (%) Proportion (%) of the total expenses.

1) The total expenses does not include expenses on school transport and pupil accommodation. 
   The cost amounted to SEK 6 998 per pupil for the calendar year 2008. 
2) The total expenses does not include SEK 168 974 000 relating to newly started independent compulsory schools,
    i.e. schools which started operating some time in 2008. The expenses also does not include SEK 32 498 000 
   relating to closed independent compulsory schools, i.e. those which ceased operating during 2008.
3) For Sami schools, the data also includes purchase of activities from municipalities 
   at SEK 6 700 per pupil, i.e. a total of SEK 1 919 000.
4) Tables with distribution measurement show data only on activities with municipal principal organiser. In these
tables for each variable, i.e. each separate column, the municipalities have been ranked according to that particular 
variable. The top row shows the value for the municipality with the highest value for that variable, i.e. the maximum 
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value. In the same way, the lowest value that any municipality has for that variable is shown in the bottom row 
of the table, i.e. the minimum value. The percentage rates in the tables’ first column, 90 percent, 75 percent, 
50 percent, 25 percent and 10 percent, show the proportion of the municipalities with a value of the variable in
question that is lower than the value shown in the column for the variable.
5) The classification of municipalities was made by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions. The
municipalities were divided into nine categories according to structural parameters such as population, commuting 
patterns and economic structure.

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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Table 3 A: Home municipality's expenses 2008

Total expenses Payments Payments School transport
to other to independent
municipalities prinicipal organisers

Total,  SEK thousands 77 061 166 965 056 5 892 740 2 467 952
Proportion (%) 100,0 1,3 7,6 3,2
Expenses per pupil, SEK 82 700 83 700 65 500 2 650

No. of pupils 931 799 11 524 89 980 931 799

Table 3 B: Home municipality's expenses per pupil 2008, 
                   distribution measurements for municipalities

Total expenses Payments Payments School transport
Distribution measurements to other to independent
municipalities1) municipalities prinicipal organisers

Max 116 400 175 700 536 000 13 470
90% 96 500 114 200 104 000 7 650
75% 89 600 95 200 77 000 5 610
Median 84 300 78 400 67 800 3 820
25% 79 000 67 300 62 300 2 490
10% 75 200 57 600 56 700 1 250
Min 67 300 12 000 18 000 130
The distribution measurements are presented for each variable separately.
For further explanation of distribution measurements, see Description of the tables.

Table 3 C: Home municipality's expenses per pupil 2008, 
                   mean values for municipality groups

Total expenses Payments Payments School transport
to other to independent

Municipality groups2) municipalities prinicipal organisers

All municipalities 82 700 83 700 65 500 2 650
Big cities 86 200 82 000 61 500 250
Suburban municipalities 79 400 91 100 67 500 1 240
Larger towns 80 700 84 800 67 000 2 460
Commute municipalities 81 000 72 600 64 800 3 560
Sparsely-populated municip. 97 800 77 600 72 900 6 390
Manufacturing munic. 83 000 79 600 67 600 4 650
Other, > 25 000 population 81 800 77 600 65 500 3 400
Other, 12 500 - 25 000 pop. 85 100 81 900 66 500 4 740
Other, < 12 500 population 90 200 73 500 67 500 6 270
For explanation of municipality groups, see Appendix 3.

Table 3 A: home municipality’s expenses 2008
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Table 3 C: home municipality’s expenses per pupil 2008, 
mean values for municipality groups

Table 3 b: home municipality’s expenses per pupil 2008, 
distribution measurements for municipalities
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Explanations and definitions for Table 3

The tables show expenses for pupils registered in the municipality. All expenses data relates to the calendar year
2008. The number of pupils stated in the table corresponds to the number of pupils for whom payment has been made.
With regard to school transport, the costs have been spread across all pupils registered in the municipalities.

* Total expenses The total expenses includes expenditure on tuition, premises, fixtures and fittings, school
meals, teaching materials, equipmen and school libraries, pupil welfare, school transport 
and other costs. As can be seen, the cost of school transport is included, in contrast to the  
reporting of the principal organiser's expenditure. In addition, expenditure on the purchase of 
activities from independent schools, the state and other municipalities has been added and 
income from pupils from other municipalities has been deducted.

   - Payments to Total payment for pupils in another municipality's compulsory school.
     other municipalities

   - Payments to independent Total payment for pupils in independent schools.
     principal organisers

   - School transport Municipal cost of school transport.

* Total expenses per The total cost to the home municipality divided by the number of compulsory school 
   pupil pupils registered in the municipality.

* Payment per pupil in Total payment to other municipalities divided by the average number of pupils registered in 
   other municipalities the municipality on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008 for whom payment has been made.

* Payment per pupil to Total payment to independent schools divided by the average number of pupils registered in
   independent principal the municipality on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008 for whom payment has been made.
   organisers
* Cost per pupil of The municipal cost of school transport divided by the average number of compulsory school
   school transport pupils registered in the municipality on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008.

* Proportion (%) Proportion (%) of the total expenses.

1) Tables with distribution measurement show data only on activities with municipal principal organiser. In these
tables for each variable, i.e. each separate column, the municipalities have been ranked according to that particular 
variable. The top row shows the value for the municipality with the highest value for that variable, i.e. the maximum 
value. In the same way, the lowest value that any municipality has for that variable is shown in the bottom row 
of the table, i.e. the minimum value. The percentage rates in the tables’ first column, 90 percent, 75 percent, 
50 percent, 25 percent and 10 percent, show the proportion of the municipalities with a value of the variable in
question that is lower than the value shown in the column for the variable.
2) The classification of municipalities was made by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions. The
municipalities were divided into nine categories according to structural parameters such as population, commuting 
patterns and economic structure.

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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Table 2: Principal organiser’s expenses 2008

 Special school – Expenses – National level

Table 2: Principal organiser's expenses 2008

No. of Total of which  

pupils expenses 1) Tuition Premises, Teaching materials, School Pupil School transport Pupil welfare Other
Type of school fixtures and equipment and meals accommodation and travel
School and fittings school libraries expenses

All special schools  515
   Total,  SEK thousand  397 905 140 594 62 844 4 460 11 754 48 266 25 381 13 421 91 185
   Proportion (%)  100,0 35,3 15,8 1,1 3,0 12,1 6,4 3,4 22,9
   Expenses per pupil, SEK  772 600 273 000 122 000 8 700 22 800 93 700 49 300 26 060 177 100

Regional schools for the  

deaf and hearing impaired  

Birgittaskolan, Örebro              147
   Total,  SEK thousand  73 931 27 304 12 594 541 2 312 7 534 4 745 1 597 17 304
   Proportion (%)  100,0 36,9 17,0 0,7 3,1 10,2 6,4 2,2 23,4
   Expenses per pupil, SEK  502 900 185 700 85 700 3 700 15 700 51 300 32 300 10 860 117 700

Kristinaskolan, Härnösand          2) 66
   Total,  SEK thousand  52 330 18 069 7 812 477 1 524 6 992 3 833 1 179 12 444
   Proportion (%)  100,0 34,5 14,9 0,9 2,9 13,4 7,3 2,3 23,8
   Expenses per pupil, SEK  798 900 275 900 119 300 7 300 23 300 106 700 58 500 18 000 190 000

Manillaskolan, Stockholm           2) 131
   Total,  SEK thousand  61 765 24 453 12 024 409 2 075 74 3 606 1 625 17 499
   Proportion (%)  100,0 39,6 19,5 0,7 3,4 0,1 5,8 2,6 28,3
   Expenses per pupil, SEK  471 500 186 700 91 800 3 100 15 800 600 27 500 12 410 133 600

Vänerskolan, Vänersborg             50
   Total,  SEK thousand  39 114 13 677 7 265 600 1 978 4 608 1 686 1 043 8 257
   Proportion (%)  100,0 35,0 18,6 1,5 5,1 11,8 4,3 2,7 21,1
   Expenses per pupil, SEK  782 300 273 500 145 300 12 000 39 600 92 200 33 700 20 860 165 100

Östervångsskolan, Lund             2) 60
   Total,  SEK thousand  44 200 13 263 7 561 205 685 4 969 3 959 1 544 12 014
   Proportion (%)  100,0 30,0 17,1 0,5 1,5 11,2 9,0 3,5 27,2
   Expenses per pupil, SEK  736 700 221 100 126 000 3 400 11 400 82 800 66 000 25 730 200 200

National school  

Åsbackaskolan, Gnesta              2) 3) 41
   Total,  SEK thousand  67 831 24 511 9 920 1 304 1 593 10 761 5 233 1 477 13 032
   Proportion (%)  100,0 36,1 14,6 1,9 2,3 15,9 7,7 2,2 19,2
   Expenses per pupil, SEK  1 654 400 597 800 242 000 31 800 38 900 262 500 127 600 36 020 317 900

Resource centre  

Ekeskolan, Örebro                  4) 10
   Total,  SEK thousand  28 041 9 431 3 402 825 974 6 850 851 1 845 3 863
   Proportion (%)  100,0 33,6 12,1 2,9 3,5 24,4 3,0 6,6 13,8
   Expenses per pupil, SEK  2 951 700 992 700 358 100 86 800 102 500 721 100 89 600 194 210 406 600

Hällsboskolan, Sigtuna             5) 11
   Total,  SEK thousand  30 693 9 886 2 266 99 613 6 478 1 468 3 111 6 772
   Proportion (%)  100,0 32,2 7,4 0,3 2,0 21,1 4,8 10,1 22,1
   Expenses per pupil, SEK  2 790 300 898 700 206 000 9 000 55 700 588 900 133 500 282 820 615 600
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Explanations and definitions for Table 2

The tables show expenses for the principal organiser's schools. All expenses data relates to the calendar year 2008
All costs are calculated gross.

* No. of pupils The average of the number of pupils on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008.

* Total expenses The total expenses includes expenses on tuition, premises,  
fixtures and fittings, teaching materials, equipment, school libraries, school meals, 
pupil accommodation, school transport, travel expenses, pupil welfare and other costs.

   - Tuition Expenses for all teaching and timetabled activities such as tuition 
and tutoring. Salary costs for teachers during periods of in-service 
training and salary costs for any substitute teachers are included here.

   - Premises, fixtures and fittings Expenses on schools' own and rented premises including fixtures and fittings and 
capital costs plus operational costs such as heating and maintenance. 
Premises costs for pupil accommodation and resource centres are not included.

   - Teaching materials, equipment Expenses on teaching materials, including fiction and non-fiction textbooks, 
     and school libraries plus expenses on audio-visual equipment and libraries.

   - School meals Expenses on salaries, food, administrative costs, transport etc. 

   - Pupil accommodation Expenses on premises, maintenance, recreation assistants, meals at 
pupil accommodation and fixtures and fittings.

   - School transport and Expenses on school transport and travel expenses, payment to transport 
     travel expenses companies, own vehicles, drivers and assistants.

   - Pupil welfare Expenses on school doctors, school nurses, school counsellors and school 
psychologists (also includes outsourced services).

   - Other Expenses on study and careers advice, school management, administration, pupil 
assistants, exoenses of in-service training such as course fees (excl. salary
expenses for teachers and any substitutes) plus all other expenses which 
are not included in the types of expenditure above.

* Proportion (%) Proportion (%) of the total expenses.

* Expenses per pupil The cost divided by the number of pupils.

1) Expenses on special needs resource centres, including premises costs, is not included 
   in the total expenses. The cost in 2008 amounted to SEK 49 540 000. Expenses on special needs 
   resource centres previously also included the cost of the Tomtebodaskolan resource centre.
2) In addition to the costs shown in the table, Kristinaskolan has SEK 332 000, Manillaskolan SEK 10 058 000, 
   Åsbackaskolan SEK 2 731 000 and Östervångsskolan SEK 3 492 000 in expenditure on pre-school classes.

3) National school for pupils who are deaf or have impaired hearing and who also have learning disabilities.

4) Resource centre that still provides special school activities for pupils with impaired vision and 
   pupils who are also deaf, have impaired hearing or have learning disabilities. 
5) Resource centre that still provides special school activities for pupils with grave language disorders.

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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Compulsory education for pupils with learning disabilities – Expenses – 
National level
Table 2 A: Principal organiser's expenses 2008
(The municipal cost of school transport is a cost for the home municipality)

Total of which Costs
expenses Tuition Premises, School Teaching materials Pupil welfare Other school transport

fixtures and meals equipment and
Principal organiser fittings school libraries

Municipality
   Total,  SEK thousand 3 722 099 1 998 445 391 446 66 595 68 273 55 350 1 141 990 451 884
   Proportion (%) 100,0 53,7 10,5 1,8 1,8 1,5 30,7 12,1
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 320 100 171 900 33 700 5 700 5 900 4 760 98 200 36 800

Table 2 B: Principal organiser's expenses per pupil 2008, distribution measurements for municipalities
(The municipal expenses of school transport is expenses for the home municipality)

Total Tuition Premises, School Teaching materials Pupil welfare Other Costs
Distribution measurements expenses fixtures and meals equipment and school transport
for municipalities1) fittings school libraries

Max 1 111 500 633 500 121 200 26 900 28 900 49 110 446 700 149 800
90% 458 300 308 300 57 700 9 500 10 900 11 000 184 000 71 700
75% 377 400 217 100 41 300 6 900 7 800 5 460 135 500 48 000
Median 315 600 174 000 26 300 5 000 5 200 2 730 94 400 31 400
25% 273 900 135 100 15 800 3 700 3 300 1 210 42 200 20 500
10% 225 900 112 700 8 200 2 400 2 200 0 18 800 9 800
Min 158 100 79 300 0 0 0 0 0 0
The distribution measurements are presented for each variable separately.
For further explanation of distribution measurements, see Description of the tables.

Table 2 C: Principal organiser's expenses per pupil 2008, mean values for municipality groups
(The municipal expenses of school transport is expenses for the home municipality)

Total of which Costs
expenses Tuition Premises, School Teaching materials Pupil welfare Other school transport

fixtures and meals equipment and
Municipality groups2) fittings school libraries
All municipalities 320 100 171 900 33 700 5 700 5 900 4 760 98 200 36 800
Big cities 321 900 193 600 45 500 4 300 5 300 3 940 69 300 32 900
Suburban municipalities 348 900 183 700 44 200 7 300 6 400 4 610 102 700 40 400
Larger towns 319 300 164 500 32 100 5 900 5 600 4 380 106 900 41 300
Commute municipalities 320 600 156 500 22 800 5 200 5 300 5 730 125 100 34 200
Sparsely-populated municip. 371 900 180 900 27 900 6 200 5 700 3 970 147 300 36 600
Manufacturing munic. 297 800 177 500 21 600 5 300 5 300 3 900 84 200 38 300
Other, > 25 000 population 310 900 164 700 31 700 6 000 6 700 4 660 97 200 30 100
Other, 12 500 - 25 000 pop. 291 200 154 100 28 600 5 400 6 700 8 310 88 000 36 100
Other, < 12 500 population 328 500 201 700 26 900 5 500 4 400 2 840 87 200 39 100
For explanation of municipality groups, see Appendix 3.
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Table 2 A: Principal organiser’s expenses 2008  
(The municipal cost of school transport is a cost for the home municipality)

Table 2 b: Principal organiser’s expenses per pupil 2008,  
distribution measurements for municipalities

Table 2 C: Principal organiser’s expenses per pupil 2008, 
mean values for municipality groups
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Explanations and definitions for Table 2

The tables show expenses for the principal organiser's schools (excluding integrated pupils). 
All data of expenses relates to the calendar year 2008.

* Total expenses The total expenses includes expenses on tuition, premises, fixtures and fittings, school meals, 
teaching materials, equipment, school libraries, pupil welfare and other costs, incl.
study and careers advice, school management and administration.

   - Tuition Costs, primarily salaries, for all teaching and timetabled activities such as  
tuition and tutoring. Salary costs for teachers during periods of in-service
training and salary costs for any substitute teachers are included here.

   - Premises, fixtures Expenses on the schools' own and rented premises, including fixtures and fittings and 
     and fittings capital costs, plus operational costs such as heating and maintenance.

   - School meals Expenses on school meal provision and cafeterias, not including premises costs.

   - Teaching materials, Expenses on teaching materials, including fiction and non-fiction textbooks, 
     equipment and audio-visual equipment plus school library costs such as book purchases and salary costs.
     school libraries

   - Pupil welfare Expenses on school doctors, school nurses, school counsellors and school psychologists
(also includes the cost of outsourced services).

   - Other All other costs which are not included in the types of expenses above, e.g.
study and careers advice, school management, administration and the
costs of in-service training such as course fees (excl. salary costs for teachers and any substitute).

* Costs The municipal cost of school transport divided by the average number of pupils in education
   school transport for pupils with learning disabilities who were registered in the municipality on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008.

* Expenditure per pupil The cost divided by the average of the number of pupils on 15 October 2007 and  
on 15 October 2008, excluding integrated pupils.

* Proportion (%) Proportion (%) of the total expenses.

1) Tables with distribution measurement show data only on activities with municipal principal organiser. In these
tables for each variable, i.e. each separate column, the municipalities have been ranked according to that particular 
variable. The top row shows the value for the municipality with the highest value for that variable, i.e. the maximum 
value. In the same way, the lowest value that any municipality has for that variable is shown in the bottom row 
of the table, i.e. the minimum value. The percentage rates in the tables’ first column, 90 percent, 75 percent, 
50 percent, 25 percent and 10 percent, show the proportion of the municipalities with a value of the variable in
question that is lower than the value shown in the column for the variable.

2) The classification of municipalities was made by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions. The
municipalities were divided into nine categories according to structural parameters such as population, commuting 
patterns and economic structure.

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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Table 2A: Principal organiser’s expenses 2008

 Upper secondary school – Expenses – National level

Table 2A: Principal organiser's expenses 2008

Total of which  Income from
expenses Tuition Premises, School Teaching materials, Pupil welfare Other pupils fees

fixtures and meals equipment and
Principal organiser fittings school libraries

All principal organisers     
   Total,  SEK thousand 34 555 714 1) 16 031 126 7 274 170 1 547 943 2 851 292 609 486 6 130 771    32 022
   Proportion (%) 100,0   46,4 21,1 4,5 8,3 1,8 17,7    0,1
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 89 100   41 300 18 800 4 000 7 400 1 570 15 800    100

Municipality    
   Total,  SEK thousand 28 207 306 2) 13 234 851 5 875 695 1 154 662 2 173 262 512 990 5 145 005    34
   Proportion (%) 100,0   46,9 20,8 4,1 7,7 1,8 18,2    0,0
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 89 600   42 000 18 700 3 700 6 900 1 630 16 300    0

County council    
   Total,  SEK thousand 590 276  238 814 141 594 32 059 82 965 9 309 85 535   0
   Proportion (%) 100,0   40,5 24,0 5,4 14,1 1,6 14,5    0,0
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 140 200   56 700 33 600 7 600 19 700 2 210 20 300    0

Independent schools    
   Total,  SEK thousand 5 758 132 3) 2 557 462 1 256 882 361 223 595 065 87 187 900 231    31 988
   Proportion (%) 100,0   44,4 21,8 6,3 10,3 1,5 15,6    0,6
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 84 000   37 300 18 300 5 300 8 700 1 270 13 100    500
of which     
General    
   Total,  SEK thousand 5511052   2 425 411 1 207 950 345 859 580 636 83 022 868 092    7 768
   Proportion (%) 100   44,0 21,9 6,3 10,5 2 16    0
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 83200   36 600 18 200 5 200 8 800 1 250 13 100    100

Faith    
   Total,  SEK thousand 55702   25 223 12 028 4 097 3 057 649 10 647    0
   Proportion (%) 100   45,3 21,6 7,4 5,5 1 19    0
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 77400   35 100 16 700 5 700 4 200 900 14 800    0

Waldorf    
   Total,  SEK thousand 82035   46 036 19 041 4 951 4 232 1 023 6 752    148
   Proportion (%) 100   56,1 23,2 6,0 5,2 1 8    0
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 99000   55 500 23 000 6 000 5 100 1 230 8 100    200

International schools    
   Total,  SEK thousand 23 718   12 824 3 011 1 657 2 423 793 3 010    6 469
   Proportion (%) 100,0   54,1 12,7 7,0 10,2 3,3 12,7    27,3
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 102 200   55 300 13 000 7 100 10 400 3 420 13 000    27 900

National boarding schools    
   Total,  SEK thousand 85 625   47 968 14 852 4 660 4 717 1 700 11 729    17 602
   Proportion (%) 100,0   56,0 17,3 5,4 5,5 2,0 13,7    20,6
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 149 200   83 600 25 900 8 100 8 200 2 960 20 400    30 700
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Table 2b: Principal organiser’s expenses per pupil 2008, distribution measurements

Upper secondary school – Expenses – National level
Table 2B: Principal organiser's expenses per pupil 2008, distribution measurements

Total Tuition Premises, School Teaching materials, Pupil welfare Other
Distribution measurements expenses fixtures and meals equipment and
for municipalities5) fittings school libraries

Max 570 700 151 700 40 200 10 100 35 900 17 860 380 200
90% 130 300 64 500 25 100 5 600 11 000 2 830 41 500
75% 110 700 50 800 20 700 4 600 8 300 2 010 24 200
Median 93 200 44 800 17 100 3 800 6 400 1 470 17 600
25% 85 200 40 600 13 700 3 100 4 300 1 090 13 700
10% 79 200 36 500 9 200 2 200 2 300 340 11 100
Min 45 300 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Tuition Premises, School Teaching materials, Pupil welfare Other

Distribution measurements expenses fixtures and meals equipment and

for county councils5) fittings school libraries

Max 173 100 77 500 45 300 9 400 36 300 3 690 34 400

90% 173 100 77 500 45 300 9 400 36 300 3 690 34 400

75% 158 300 64 000 39 800 9 000 28 400 2 320 26 600

Median 147 600 55 100 33 800 8 100 22 900 1 760 19 400

25% 123 100 47 800 32 700 7 100 13 400 1 510 10 000

10% 101 200 40 400 23 900 3 500 3 500 750 7 400

Min 101 200 40 400 23 900 3 500 3 500 750 7 400

Total Tuition Premises, School Teaching materials, Pupil welfare Other Income from
Distribution measurements expenses fixtures and meals equipment and pupils fees
for independent schools3) 4) 5) fittings school libraries

Max 602 800 274 500 120 800 74 200 84 600 8 420 72 800 111 900
90% 135 200 64 000 32 600 8 400 17 600 2 460 26 000 0
75% 106 400 50 300 24 200 6 800 12 400 1 560 18 600 0
Median 84 900 38 900 17 200 5 600 7 900 1 070 13 100 0
25% 71 000 30 400 13 400 4 400 5 100 600 7 900 0
10% 62 900 25 700 10 700 3 400 2 900 250 4 900 0
Min 47 700 14 200 4 700 0 1 000 0 0 0
The distribution measurements are presented for each variable separately.
For further explanation of distribution measurements, see Description of the tables.
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Table 2 C: Principal organiser’s expenses per pupil 2008, mean values 
for municipality groups and specialisations at independent schools

 Upper secondary school – Expenses – National level
Table  2C: Principal organiser's expenses per pupil 2008, mean values 
                  for municipality groups and specialisations at independent schools

Total of which  
expenses Tuition Premises, School Teaching materials, Pupil welfare Other

fixtures and meals equipment and
Municipality groups6) fittings school libraries

All municipalities 89 200 42 000 18 700 3 700 6 900 1 630 16 300
Big cities 84 900 39 400 19 200 3 500 4 900 1 960 16 000
Suburban municipalities 91 400 42 300 20 600 3 700 6 400 1 600 16 900
Larger towns 85 400 39 400 18 600 3 600 6 800 1 510 15 500
Commute municipalities 91 500 42 600 16 000 3 800 7 600 2 170 19 300
Sparsely-populated municip. 112 200 58 100 18 200 4 300 8 500 1 720 21 300
Manufacturing municipalities 92 800 44 800 18 500 3 800 7 800 1 420 16 500
Other, > 25 000 population 89 000 42 600 18 200 3 400 7 300 1 570 15 900
Other, 12 500 - 25 000 pop. 93 600 46 300 18 100 4 100 7 900 1 580 15 600
Other, < 12 500 population 100 400 48 200 17 600 3 400 4 700 1 630 24 800
For explanation of municipality groups, see Appendix 3.

Total of which  
expenses Tuition Premises, School Teaching materials, Pupil welfare Other Income from

Specialisations at fixtures and meals equipment and pupils fees
independent schools fittings school libraries
All 84 000 37 300 18 300 5 300 8 700 1 270 13 100 500
General 83 200 36 600 18 200 5 200 8 800 1 250 13 100 100
Faith 77 400 35 100 16 700 5 700 4 200 900 14 800 0
Waldorf                                    99 000 55 500 23 000 6 000 5 100 1 230 8 100 200
International 102 200 55 300 13 000 7 100 10 400 3 420 13 000 27900
National boarding 149 200 83 600 25 900 8 100 8 200 2 960 20 400 30700
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Explanations and definitions for table 2 A-C
The tables show expenses for the principal organiser's schools. All expenditure data relates to the calendar year
2008. For independent schools whose financial year does not coincide with the calendar year, the expenses
is adjusted to 2008 price levels. The expenses for independent schools only includes those schools which started
operating before 1 January 2008 and which have been operating for a whole year. 

* Total expenses The total expenses includes expenditure on tuition, premises, fixtures and fittings,
school meals, teaching materials, equipment, school libraries, pupil welfare
and other costs.

- Tuition Expenses, primarily salaries, for all teaching and timetabled activities plus salary
costs for teachers during in-service training and salary costs for any substitute
teachers.

- Premises, fixtures and fittings Expenses on schools' own and rented premises, including fixtures and fittings 
and capital costs, plus operational costs such as heating and maintenance.

- School meals Expenses on school meal provision and cafeterias, not including premises costs.

- Teaching materials, equipment Expenses on teaching materials, including fiction and non-fiction textbooks, equipment incl.
  and school libraries capital and service costs etc. plus school library costs such as book purchases and salary.

- Pupil welfare Expenses on school doctors, school nurses, school counsellors and 
school psychologists (also includes the cost of outsourced services).

- Other All other costs which are not included in the types of expenses above, e.g.
study and careers advice, school management, administration and the 
costs of in-service training such as course fees (excl. salary costs for teachers 
and any substitute).

* Income from pupils fees Total income from pupils fees divided by the total number of pupils.

* Expenses per pupil The cost divided by: 
   - municipal -The average of the number of pupils on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008.

   - county council -The number of full-time pupils in 2008.

   - independent -The average of the number of pupils on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008.
However, for independent schools with a financial year other than the 
calendar year, the pupil numbers relate to 15 October 2007.

* Proportion (%) Proportion (%) of the total expenses.

1)  The total expenses does not  include SEK 1 238 593 000 relating to school transport, SEK 39 800 000 relating to other education 
providers, SEK 245 511 000 relating to newly started independent upper secondaty schools i.e. schools which started operating some
time in 2008 and SEK 9 786 000 relating to independent schools which finished their activity in 2006 . Those expenses makes expenses -
the difference between total expenses in the table 1 All  National level and table 1 Expenses upper secondary school, total expenses.
2) The total expenses include government grant for the national upper secondary school for the deaf and 
  impaired hearingd in Örebro SEK  110 842 000.  
3) The total expenses does not include SEK 245 511 000 relating to newly started independent upper secondary,
   schools i.e. schools which started operating some time in 2008. 
4) Prior to 1998, data on national boarding schools, international schools, independent supplementary schools and independent schools was included.

5) Tables with distribution measurement show data only on activities with municipal principal organiser. In these
tables for each variable, i.e. each separate column, the municipalities have been ranked according to that particular 
variable. The top row shows the value for the municipality with the highest value for that variable, i.e. the maximum 
value. In the same way, the lowest value that any municipality has for that variable is shown in the bottom row 
of the table, i.e. the minimum value. The percentage rates in the tables’ first column, 90 percent, 75 percent, 
50 percent, 25 percent and 10 percent, show the proportion of the municipalities with a value of the variable in
question that is lower than the value shown in the column for the variable.

6) The classification of municipalities was made by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions. The
municipalities were divided into nine categories according to structural parameters such as population, commuting 
patterns and economic structure.

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.  
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Upper secondary school – Expenses – National Level 
Table 3 A: Home municipality's expenses 2008

Total expenses Payments to School transport/
other county independent other travel expenses/
municipalities councils prinicipal education accommodation

organisers providers

Total,  SEK thousand 36 172 635 8 696 829 551 926 6 014 549          . 1 238 592
Proportion (%) 100,0 24,0 1,5 16,6          . 3,4
Expenses per pupil, SEK 92 000 93 300 134 100 83 500          . 3 100
No. of pupils 393 269 93 224 4 116 72 067          . 393 269

Table 3 B: Home municipality's expenses per pupil 2008, 
                   distribution measurements for municipalities

Total expenses Payments to School transport/
other county independent other travel expenses/

Distribution measurements municipalities councils prinicipal education accommodation
for municipalities1) organisers providers

Max 137 000 887 500 2 171 400 248 100         . 14 500
90% 113 400 113 900 179 200 109 400         . 7 600
75% 103 400 103 900 158 000 102 600         . 5 600
Median 96 300 94 600 140 400 93 000         . 4 100
25% 90 600 87 800 92 900 83 500         . 2 800
10% 84 700 82 100 72 300 77 900         . 1 500
Min 11 000 0 0 0         . 0
The distribution measurements are presented for each variable separately.
For further explanation of distribution measurements, see Description of the tables.

Table 3 C: Home municipality's expenses per pupil 2008, 
                   mean values for municipality groups

Total expenses Payments to School transport/
other county independent other travel expenses/
municipalities councils prinicipal education accommodation

Municipality groups2) organisers providers

All municipalities 92 000 93 300 134 100 83 500          . 3 100
Big cities 82 600 89 100 122 900 71 500          . 2 100
Suburban municipalities 91 300 87 000 117 700 83 400          . 2 300
Larger towns 89 000 95 200 152 500 82 900          . 2 800
Commute municipalities 94 800 90 900 129 000 89 800          . 4 400
Sparsely-populated municipalities 109 900 96 300 161 500 97 500          . 6 500
Manufacturing municipalities 98 700 98 900 133 100 104 400          . 4 200
Other, > 25 000 populaion 93 200 98 000 121 300 88 300          . 3 100
Other, 12 500 - 25 000 population 98 600 98 400 130 600 98 400          . 3 900
Other, < 12 500 population 100 000 91 100 105 900 101 900          . 5 500
For explanation of municipality groups, see Appendix 3.
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Explanations and definitions for Table 3

The tables show expenses for pupils registered in the municipality. All expenses data relates to the calendar year
2008. The number of pupils stated in the table corresponds to the number of pupils for whom payment has been made.
With regard to school transport, the costs have been spread across all pupils registered in the municipalities.

* Total expenses The total expenses includes expenditure on tuition, premises, fixtures and fittings,
school meals, teaching materials, equipment, school libraries, pupil welfare, school
transport and other costs.  As can be seen, the cost of school transport is included, 
in contrast to the reporting of the principal organiser´s expenses. In addition costs
for pupils in independent schools, costs for pupils in other municipality's upper
secondary schools plus payments to county councils and other education providers
have been added and income from pupils from other municipalities has been deducated.

* Compensation to
   - other municipalities Total compensation for pupils in another municipality's upper secondary school.

   - county councils Total compensation for pupils in a county council's upper secondary school.

   - independent principal organisers Total compensation to independent schools.

   - other education providers Total compensation to other education providers.

* School transport/travel expenses Municipal expenses of school transport and travel expenses plus accommodation.

* Total expenses per pupil The total expenses of the home municipality divided by the number of upper secondary
school pupils registered in the municipality.

* Compensation per pupil
   - to other municipalities Total compensation to other municipalities divided by the average number of pupils 

registred in the municipality on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008 for whom payment 
has been made.

   - to county councils Total compensation to county councils divided by the average number of pupils registered 
in the municipality on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008 for whom payment has been 
made.

   - to independent Total compensation to independent schools divided by the average number of pupils 
registred in municipality on 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008 for whom payment 
has been made.

* Expenses per pupil of Municipal costs of school transport, travel expenses plus accommodation divided by the
   school transport/travel expenses average of the number of upper secondary pupils registered in the municipality on 15 October

2007 and 15 October 2008.

* Proportion (%) Proportion (%) of the total expenses.

1) Tables with distribution measurement show data only on activities with municipal principal organiser. In these
tables for each variable, i.e. each separate column, the municipalities have been ranked according to that particular 
variable. The top row shows the value for the municipality with the highest value for that variable, i.e. the maximum 
value. In the same way, the lowest value that any municipality has for that variable is shown in the bottom row 
of the table, i.e. the minimum value. The percentage rates in the tables’ first column, 90 percent, 75 percent, 
50 percent, 25 percent and 10 percent, show the proportion of the municipalities with a value of the variable in
question that is lower than the value shown in the column for the variable.
2) The classification of municipalities was made by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions. The
municipalities were divided into nine categories according to structural parameters such as population, commuting 
patterns and economic structure.

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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Table 2 A: Principal organiser’s expenses 2008 (other education providers is not included)
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Municipal adult education – Expenses – National level
Table 2 A: Principal organiser's expenses 2008 (other education providers is not included) 

Total of which  
expenses Tuition Premises Teaching materials Pupil welfare Other

Principal organiser fixtures and equipment
Educational level fittings school libraries

All principal organisers 
Municipal adult education, total
   Total,  SEK thousand 2 927 380 1 488 752 467 682 127 212 15 828 827 906
   Proportion (%) 100,0 50,9 16,0 4,3 0,5 28,3
   Expenses per full-time pupil, SEK 48 500 24 700 7 700 2 100 260 13 700

Basic adult education
   Total,  SEK thousand 628 532 331 419 107 774 19 971 5 443 163 924
   Proportion (%) 100,0 52,7 17,1 3,2 0,9 26,1

   Expenses per full-time pupil, SEK 42 300 22 300 7 300 1 300 370 11 000

Upper secondary adult and 
supplementary education
   Total, SEK thousand 2 298 847 1 157 333 359 908 107 241 10 384 663 982
   Proportion (%) 100,0 50,3 15,7 4,7 0,5 28,9

   Expenses per full-time pupil, SEK 50 500 25 400 7 900 2 400 230 14 600

Municipality
Municipal adult education, total
   Total, SEK thousand 2 917 430 1 486 556 464 686 125 286 15 514 825 388
   Proportion (%) 100,0 51,0 15,9 4,3 0,5 28,3

   Expenses per full-time pupil, SEK 48 400 24 700 7 700 2 100 260 13 700

Basic adult education
   Total, SEK thousand 628 532 331 419 107 774 19 971 5 443 163 924
   Proportion (%) 100,0 52,7 17,1 3,2 0,9 26,1

   Expenses per full-time pupil, SEK 42 300 22 300 7 300 1 300 370 11 000

Upper secondary adult and 
supplementary education
   Total, SEK thousand 2 288 897 1 155 137 356 912 105 315 10 070 661 464
   Proportion (%) 100,0 50,5 15,6 4,6 0,4 28,9

   Expenses per full-time pupil, SEK 50 400 25 400 7 900 2 300 220 14 600

County council
Upper secondary adult and 
supplementary education
   Total, SEK thousand 9 950 2 196 2 996 1 926 314 2 518
   Proportion (%) 100,0 22,1 30,1 19,4 3,2 25,3

   Expenses per full-time pupil, SEK 125 900 27 800 37 900 24 400 3 970 31 900
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Table 2 b: Principal organiser’s expenses per full-time pupil 2008,  
(other education providers is not included), distribution measurements

Municipal adult education – Expenses – National level
Table 2 B: Principal organiser's expenses per full-time pupil 2008, 
                     (other education providers is not included), distribution measurements

Distribution Total Tuition Premises, Teaching materials, Pupil welfare Other
measurements expenses fixtures and equipment and
for municipalities1) fittings school libraries

Max Ma 864 100 343 800 254 500 27 800 2 480 477 800
90% 92 800 50 400 17 900 5 100 590 30 800
75% 69 100 38 200 11 800 3 200 90 21 700
Median ed 53 700 27 700 7 300 1 800 0 13 400
25% 43 800 21 200 5 000 900 0 8 800
10% 35 900 16 400 2 900 500 0 5 400
Min Mi 14 800 0 0 . 0 0

Distribution Total Tuition Premises, Teaching materials, Pupil welfare Other
measurements expenses fixtures and equipment and
for county councils1) fittings school libraries

Max Ma 136 300 29 100 38 400 28 500 4 830 28 700
90% 136 300 29 100 38 400 28 500 4 830 28 700
75% 136 300 29 100 38 400 28 500 4 830 28 700
Median ed 107 100 28 300 37 100 16 900 2 420 18 200
25% 77 900 27 500 35 900 5 200 0 7 600
10% 77 900 27 500 35 900 5 200 0 7 600
Min Mi 77 900 27 500 35 900 5 200 0 7 600
The distribution measurements are presented for each variable separately.
For further explanation of distribution measurements, see Description of the tables.
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Table 2 C: Principal organiser’s expenses per full-time pupil 2008  
(other education providers is not included), averages for municipality groups

 

Municipal adult education – Expenses – National level
Table 2 C: Principal organiser's expenses per full-time pupil 2008 (other education providers is not included),
                  mean values for municipality groups 

Total of which  
expenses Tuition Premises Teaching materials Pupil welfare Other

fixtures and equipment
Municipality groups2) fittings school libraries

All municipalities 48 400 24 700 7 700 2 100 260 13 700
Big cities 41 200 22 100 5 800 1 300 370 11 700
Suburban municipalities 44 500 20 900 7 700 1 900 190 13 800
Larger towns 48 500 23 700 8 000 1 900 340 14 600
Commute municipalities 55 400 29 900 7 500 2 400 120 15 400
Sparsely-populated municip. 67 400 40 000 9 000 2 700 70 15 500
Manufacturing municipalities 52 700 27 700 8 000 3 100 190 13 700
Other, > 25 000 population 49 000 25 200 8 200 2 200 180 13 300
Other, 12 500 - 25 000 pop. 50 300 26 200 7 700 2 300 170 13 900
Other, < 12 500 population 59 400 33 200 7 900 4 100 120 14 100
For explanation of municipality groups, see Appendix 3.

Explanations and definitions for Table 2

The tables show expenses for the principal organiser's schools. All expenditure data relates to the calendar year 2008.
The municipality's expenses on other education providers is not included.

* Total expenses The total expenses includes expenses on tuition, premises, fixtures and fittings, 
teaching materials, school libraries, pupil welfare and other costs.

   - Tuition Costs, primarily salaries, for all teaching and timetabled activities such as tuition and 
tutoring. Salary costs for teachers during periods of in-service training 
and salary costs for any substitute teachers are included here.

   - Premises, fixtures Expenses on schools' own and rented premises, including fixtures and fittings and 
     fittings capital costs, plus operational costs such as heating and maintenance.

   - Teaching materials, equipment Expenses on teaching materials, including fiction and non-fiction textbooks, audio-visual  
     and school libraries equipment plus school library costs such as book purchases and salary.

   - Pupil welfare Expenses on school doctors, school nurses, school counsellors and school psychologists 
(also includes the cost of outsourced services).

   - Other All other costs which are not included in the types of expenses above, e.g. administration and 

costs of in-service training such as course fees (excl. salary costs for teachers and any substitute).

* Expenses per full-time

   pupil The cost divided by: 
   - municipality -Number of fulltime pupils calculated  by the total number of subject points divided by 800

   - county council -The number of full-time pupils in 2008 for upper secondary adult and supplementary education.

* Proportion (%) Proportion (%) of the total expenses
1) Tables with distribution measurement show data only on activities with municipal principal organiser. In these
tables for each variable, i.e. each separate column, the municipalities have been ranked according to that particular 
variable. The top row shows the value for the municipality with the highest value for that variable, i.e. the maximum 
value. In the same way, the lowest value that any municipality has for that variable is shown in the bottom row 
of the table, i.e. the minimum value. The percentage rates in the tables’ first column, 90 percent, 75 percent, 
50 percent, 25 percent and 10 percent, show the proportion of the municipalities with a value of the variable in
question that is lower than the value shown in the column for the variable.
2) The classification of municipalities was made by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions. The
municipalities were divided into nine categories according to structural parameters such as population, commuting 
patterns and economic structure.

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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Municipal adult education – Expenses– National level
Table 3 A: Home municipality's expenses 2008

Total expenses Payments Payments Payments to
Educational level to other to county councils other education
Number of full-time pupils municipalities providers

Municipal adult education, total
Total, SEK thousand 3 713 827 305 369   2 139   771 993   
Proportion (%) 100,0 8,2   0,0   20,0   

Expenses per full-time pupil, SEK 46 800 30 900 1) 43 000 1) 32 600 1)

Basic adult education
Total, SEK thousand 758 745 47 991            .   126 034   
Proportion (%) 100,0 6,3            .   16,0   

Expenses per full-time pupil, SEK 42 800 36 300 1)          . 34 600 1)

Upper secondary adult and
supplementary education
Total, SEK thousand 2 955 082 257 378   2 139   645 960   
Proportion (%) 100,0 8,7   0,0   21,0   

Expenses per full-time pupil, SEK 47 900 30 100 1) 43 000 1) 32 200 1)

Number of full-time pupils 79 429 9 867 50 23 674
of which
  Basic adult education 17 747 1 321          . 3 643
  Upper secondary adult and
  supplementary education 61 683 8 546 50 20 032

Table 3 B: Home municipality's expenses per pupil 2008, 
                   distribution measurements for municipalities 

Total expenditure Payments
Distribution measurements to other
for municipalities2) municipalities 1)

Max 160 600 167 500
90% 76 200 45 200
75% 62 000 33 700
Median 49 300 24 100
25% 39 600 14 500
10% 32 300 6 500
Min . 1 500
The distribution measurements are presented for each variable separately.
For further explanation of distribution measurements, see Description of the tables.

Table 3 C: Home municipality's expenses per pupil 2008, 
                   mean values for municipality groups

Total expenses Payments
to other

Municipality groups3) municipalities 1)

All municipalities 46 800 30 900
Big cities 42 100 19 100
Suburban municipalities 42 400 27 500
Larger towns 46 600 27 400
Commute municipalities 48 000 35 200
Sparsely-populated municip. 60 700 27 800
Manufacturing municipalities 54 000 32 900
Other, > 25 000 population 51 100 36 900
Other, 12 500 - 25 000 pop. 48 900 30 000
Other, < 12 500 population 55 400 48 500
For explanation of municipality groups, see Appendix 3.
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Explanations and definitions for Table 3

The tables show expenses for pupils registered in the municipality. All expenses data relates to the calendar
year 2008. The number of pupils/full-time pupils stated in the table corresponds to the number of pupils 
for whom payment has been made. 

* Total expenses The total expenses includes expenses on tuition, premises, fixtures and fittings, 
teaching materials, equipment, school libraries, pupil welfare and other costs. In addition,
expenses on pupils in other municipalities, county councils or education providers has
been added and income from other municipalities has been deducted.

* Payments to
   - other municipalities Total payment for pupils in another municipality's municipal adult education.
   - county councils Total payment for pupils in a county council's municipal adult education.
   - other education providers Total payment to other education providers.

* Total expenses per pupil The total cost to the home municipality divided by the average number of full-time 
   for the home municipality municipal adult education pupils registered in the municipality in 2008.

* Payment per pupil Total payment to other municipalities divided by the number of full-time pupils 
   - to other municipalities registered in the municipality in 2008 for whom payment has been made.
   - to county councils Total payment to county councils divided by the number of full-time pupils 

registered in the municipality in 2008 for whom payment has been made.

* Payment to other Total payment to other education providers divided by the number of  
   education providers full-time pupils in 2008 for whom payment has been made.

* Proportion (%) Proportion (%) of the total expenses.

1) The expenses per full-time pupil only includes those pupils for whom a cost has been reported.

2) Tables with distribution measurement show data only on activities with municipal principal organiser. In these
tables for each variable, i.e. each separate column, the municipalities have been ranked according to that particular 
variable. The top row shows the value for the municipality with the highest value for that variable, i.e. the maximum 
value. In the same way, the lowest value that any municipality has for that variable is shown in the bottom row 
of the table, i.e. the minimum value. The percentage rates in the tables’ first column, 90 percent, 75 percent, 
50 percent, 25 percent and 10 percent, show the proportion of the municipalities with a value of the variable in
question that is lower than the value shown in the column for the variable.

3) The classification of municipalities was made by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions. The
municipalities were divided into nine categories according to structural parameters such as population, commuting 
patterns and economic structure.

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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Education for adults with learning
disabilities – Expenses – National level
Table 2 A: Principal organiser's expenses 2008

Total expenses of which
Tuition Premises Teaching materials Pupil welfare Other

fixtures and equipment
Principal organiser  fittings school libraries

Municipality
   Total, SEK thousand 193 496 124 911 24 391 5 590 1 016 37 588
   Proportion (%) 100,0 64,6 12,6 2,9 0,5 19,4
   Expenses per pupil, SEK 38 200 24 600 4 800 1 100 200 7 400

Table 2 B: Principal organiser's expenses per pupil 2008, 
                   distribution measurements for municipalities

Total expenses Tuition Premises Teaching materials Pupil welfare Other
Distribution measurements fixtures and equipment
for municipalities1)  fittings school libraries

Max 208 700 153 300 74 000 8 000 10 000 88 300
90% 63 600 39 400 11 000 2 600 240 16 500
75% 47 700 31 400 6 700 1 400 0 10 000
Median 35 000 23 000 3 500 800 0 4 600
25% 23 100 16 900 300 300 0 1 600
10% 14 200 10 300 0 0 0 600
Min 0 0 0 0 0 0
The distribution measurements are presented for each variable separately.
For further explanation of distribution measurements, see Description of the tables.

Table 2 C: Principal organiser's expenses per pupil 2008, 
                   mean values for municipality groups

Total expenses of which
Tuition Premises Teaching materials Pupil welfare Other

fixtures and equipment
Municipality groups2)  fittings school libraries

All municipalities 38 200 24 600 4 800 1 100 200 7 400
Big cities 45 900 28 400 5 500 800 0 11 300
Suburban municipalities 39 800 26 000 4 700 1 400 360 7 300
Larger towns 37 100 23 900 4 900 1 200 370 6 600
Commute municipalities 30 400 22 400 2 900 900 0 4 200
Sparsely-populated municip. 38 900 27 300 3 100 1 100 40 7 500
Manufacturing municipalities 31 600 19 900 3 800 1 000 170 6 600
Other, > 25 000 population 42 500 27 000 5 200 1 000 70 9 100
Other, 12 500 - 25 000 pop. 33 500 22 100 4 600 800 50 5 800
Other, < 12 500 population 37 900 26 600 4 000 800 280 6 200
For explanation of municipality groups, see Appendix 3.

Table 2 A: Principal organiser’s expenses 2008
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Table 2 b: Principal organiser’s expenses per pupil 2008,  
distribution measurements for municipalities

Table 2 C: Principal organiser’s expenses per pupil 2007, mean values for municipality groups
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Explanation and definitons for Table 2

The tables show expenses for the principal organiser's schools. All expenses data relates to the calendar year 2008.

* Total expenses, SEK thousand The total expenses includes expenses on tuition, premises, 
fixtures and fittings, school meals, teaching materials, equipment,
school libraries, pupil welfare and other costs.

   - Tuition Expenses, primarily salaries, for all teaching and timetabled activities such as  
tuition and tutoring. Salary costs for teachers during periods of in-service
training and salary costs for any substitute teachers are included here.

   - Premises, fixtures Expenses on schools' own and rented premises, including fixtures and fittings and 
      and fittings capital costs, plus operational costs such as heating and maintenance.

   - Teaching materials, equip- Expenses on teaching materials, including fiction and non-fiction textbooks, audio-
     ment/school libraries visual equipment plus school library costs such as book purchases and salary.

   - Pupil welfare Expenses on school doctors, school nurses, school counsellors and school psychologists
(also includes the cost of outsourced services).

   - Other All other expenses which are not included in the types of expenses above, e.g. study and careers advice, 
school management, administration and the expenses of in-service training, such as 
course fees (excl. salary costs for teachers and any substitute).

* Expenses per pupil, SEK Expenses divided by the average of the number of pupils on 15 October 2007 and  
15 October 2008.

* Proportion (%) Proportion (%) of the total expenses.

1) Tables with distribution measurement show data only on activities with municipal principal organiser. In these
tables for each variable, i.e. each separate column, the municipalities have been ranked according to that particular 
variable. The top row shows the value for the municipality with the highest value for that variable, i.e. the maximum 
value. In the same way, the lowest value that any municipality has for that variable is shown in the bottom row 
of the table, i.e. the minimum value. The percentage rates in the tables’ first column, 90 percent, 75 percent, 
50 percent, 25 percent and 10 percent, show the proportion of the municipalities with a value of the variable in
question that is lower than the value shown in the column for the variable.
2) The classification of municipalities was made by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions. The
municipalities were divided into nine categories according to structural parameters such as population, commuting 
patterns and economic structure.

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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Table 2: Principal organiser’s expenses 2008
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Independent supplementary education – Expenses – National level
Table 2: Principal organiser's expenses 2008

Total of which    
expenses Tuition Premises Teaching materials Pupil welfare Other

fixtures and equipment
Education fittings school libraries

Independent supplementary education
(student grants and/or govt. grants).
   Total, SEK thousand 347 887 147 682 75 153 35 013 1 563 88 476
   Expenses per annual pupil place, SEK 107 600 45 700 23 200 10 800 480 27 400

Independent supplementary education
entitled to student grants
   Total, SEK thousand 108 091 46 915 19 819 18 314 140 22 902
   Expenses per annual pupil place, SEK 85 700 37 200 15 700 14 500 110 18 200

Independent supplementary education
with government grants
   Total, SEK thousand  239 796 100 767 55 333 16 700 1 423 65 574
   Expenses per annual pupil place, SEK 121 600 51 100 28 100 8 500 720 33 300

Explanations and definitions for table 2

All expenses data relates to the calendar year 2008. For independent supplementary education whose financial year does 
not coincide with the calendar year, the expenses is adjusted to 2008 price levels. 

Independent supplementary education refers to programmes which receive support under the Ordinance (2000:521, with amendments 2001:246) on 
government support to independent supplementary educational programmes. The government support comprises three levels (inspection,  
student grants, government grants). Programmes only subject to government inspection are not included in this summary.

Independent supplementary education Independent supplementary education programmes subject to government 
(student grants and/or govt. grants) inspection, entitled to student grants and/or receiving a government grant. 

Independent supplementary education This refers to those independent supplementary education programmes which are 
entitled to student grants subject to government inspection and entitled to student grants but not a government grant.

Independent supplementary education This refers to those independent supplementary education programmes subject to government 
with government grant inspection, entitled to student grants and receiving a government grant. A few of

these programmes are not entitled to student grants.

Annual pupil place            An annual pupil place is a place for a pupil in full-time education.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.
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Swedish education abroad – Expenses – National level

Table 1 A: Expenses per pupil 2007/08 reported by continent, schools abroad

Total of which Expenses Distribution among schools
number of in regular per pupil as expenses per pupil

Continent pupils 1) education on average min max

All schools 1 691 1 367         ..         ..         ..
of which
Europe 1 442 1 174 93 900 28 500 205 100
Asia 129 89 77 700 4 900 99 300
Africa 99 85 93 600 74 400 141 300
America 21 19         ..         ..         ..

Table 1 B: Expenses per pupil 2007/08 reported by 
                   school size, schools abroad

Number of Expenses Distribution among schools 
schools per pupil as expenses per pupil

School size on average min max

No. of pupils per school  
-20 4 109 400 4 900 168 200  
21-30 6 106 400 59 000 205 100  
31-50 3 97 200 93 100 100 400  
51-100 6 57 600 28 500 78 100  
101- 5 102 700 61 100 160 500  

Table 1 C: Expenses per pupil 2007/08 reported by 
                   continent and school size, schools abroad

Average expenses per pupil for
Continent Tuition Premises Teaching Other
School size materials costs

All schools         ..         ..         ..         ..  
of which
Europe 48 300 19 100 5 900 20 700  
Asia 35 000 18 600 3 900 20 200  
Africa 48 600 14 900 4 800 25 400  
America         ..         ..         ..         ..  
No. of pupils per school  
-20 79 800 10 500 4 700 14 400  
21-30 57 100 24 000 7 600 17 800  
31-50 46 200 23 300 5 000 22 800  
51-100 29 000 14 800 3 600 10 200  
101- 51 500 19 400 6 400 25 500  

SwEDiSh EDuCATiON AbrOAD – ExPENSES – NATiONAl lEvEl

Table 1 A: Expenses per pupil 2007/08 reported by continent, schools abroad

Table 1 b: Expenses per pupil 2007/08 reported by school size, schools abroad

Table 1 C: Expenses per pupil 2007/08 reported by continent and 
school size, schools abroad
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SwEDiSh EDuCATiON AbrOAD – ExPENSES – NATiONAl lEvEl

Explanations and definitions for table 1

The tables show expenses for the principal organiser's schools. All expenditure data refers to the school year 2007/08.

Total no. of pupils The total number of pupils studying at Swedish schools abroad in the school
year 2007/08, whether eligible or ineligible. The pupil number includes pupils in
compulsory school, upper secondary school, pupils with tutoring and
supplementary Swedish tuition.

- of which in regular education Number of pupils in compulsory and upper secondary school, whether eligible or 
ineligible.

Expensesper pupil, SEK The total expenses includes expenditure on tuition, premises, teaching materials  
and other costs. Other costs include expenses on pupil welfare, 
administration, school meals, school transport and study and careers advice. 
The expenses is divided by the total number of pupils.

No. of schools The number of schools involved in the survey, divided according to school size.

Expenses per pupil, SEK, for
- Tuition Costs, primarily salaries, for all teaching and timetabled activities and

salary costs for teachers during periods of in-service training.
The expenses is divided by the total number of pupils at these schools.

- Premises Expenses on schools' own and rented premises including fixtures and fittings and
capital costs plus operational costs such as heating and maintenance. The 
expenses is divided by the total number of pupils at these schools.

- Teaching materials Expenses on teaching materials, including fiction and non-fiction textbooks,
equipment, including capital and service costs etc. plus school library costs
such as book purchases and salary. The expenses is divided by the total number
of pupils at these schools.

- Other All other costs which are not included in the types of expenses above, e.g.
pupil welfare, school meals, school transport, study and careers advice, 
administration etc. The expenditure is divided by the total number of pupils at these 
schools.

1) The number refers to all pupils per school who take part in regular education, tutoring 
   as part of distance learning and supplementary Swedish tuition. Where schools
   have corrected previously submitted pupil data, the correction has been taken into account. 

Further information on the calculation principles can be found in Appendix 1.

Most recent publication: The Swedish National Agency for Education's report no. 316.



Appendices
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Appendix 1: Definitions and comments

This appendix gives supplementary definitions to the measurements that are 
new for the accounting period and the measurements that require further 
explanation than is given in the respective tables. In addition, comments are 
provided on different measurements, for instance in respect of comparability 
between different principal organisers, and there is also an explanation of how 
the numbers of pupils at school and the numbers of children enrolled in pre-
school activities and school-age child care have been calculated. 

For further information on the surveys underlying the report, see the quality 
declarations on the Statistics Sweden website at www.scb.se

general

As of 1998, the previous collection of figures on income and expenses for 
 municipal schools has been integrated into the municipal accounting summary 
(RS). This has resulted in better equivalence between the two surveys.

Definition

2.1. accounting period

The calendar year 2008 is the applicable accounting period for all expenses, 
with the following exception: 
– Independent schools and independent supplementary education programmes 

with a split financial year that show expenses for the financial year 2007/08. 
For these principal organisers, the expeses has been adjusted upwards by the 
consumer price index (CPI) in order to correspond to 2008. 

– Swedish schools abroad show expenses for the school year 2007/08.

2.2 staff costs

All data on expenses has been collected. This includes staff expenses from the 
county councils and the municipal principal organisers. 

2.3 Joint use/Joint classes 

Joint use and joint classes between different forms of activity constitute a prob-
lem for many principal organisers when it comes to apportioning costs for e.g. 
premises and school meals between the different types of activity. If a type of 
cost has not been reported as being apportioned to the form of activity in ques-
tion, the informant has, first of all, been contacted in order to be able to decide 
on an estimated value. If this has not been possible, the value has been adjusted 
to account for the missing data.

2.4 Data on numbers of children and pupils 

The figures for number of children and pupils that have been used to calcu-
late expenditure per child/pupil are, in most cases, an average value of school 
years 2007/08 and 2008/09. For principal organisers with a split financial year 
(certain independent schools and certain Swedish schools abroad), only the 
number of pupils in the school year 2007/08 has been used. For municipal 
adult education and education for adults with learning disabilities plus county 
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councils’ upper secondary education, an average value of school year during 
2008 has been used in calculating expenditure per pupil.

2.5 Gross or net calculation

Gross calculation and net calculation have been applied differently depending 
on type of cost, type of school and principal organiser. The following explains 
which type of calculation has been used.

Net calculation has been applied to expenses on tuition, premises, school 
meals and school transport for all municipal types of school for which data has 
been collected. Expenditure on teaching materials has been calculated net for 
upper secondary school and municipal adult education. The purpose of the 
comparative figures is to show how much it costs to run the activity for the pu-
pils in the respective type of school. Income relating to premises, school meals, 
school transport and teaching materials has been deemed to correspond to costs 
that do not refer to the school or the type of school, such as rental income from 
school premises being used for other activities.

As far as the county councils are concerned, more costs within upper second-
ary school and municipal adult education are calculated net since there is often 
substantial income from activities other than those connected with school. 
Expenses is calculated net for tuition, premises, teaching materials/equipment, 
school libraries, school meals and other costs. 

For independent principal organisers and types of school with a national 
principal organiser, all costs are calculated gross. Income occurs rarely or has 
been deemed to constitute financing of the school activity in question.

2.6 total expenditure for pre-school activities and school-age child care

Expenditure for each activity within pre-school activities and school-age child 
care includes operational, administration and premises costs, capital costs, 
s alaries etc. Internal income from other authorities has been deducted. The 
data is reported for the activity as a whole (corresponding to the municipality’s 
own consumption) and/or for the activity which is under municipal or private 
management.

2.7 total expenditure for school activities

Included in the school principal organisers’ total expenses are costs for tuition 
(including salary costs during periods of in-service training for both teach-
ers and substitutes), premises and fixtures, teaching materials, equipment and 
school libraries, pupil welfare, school meals and other costs. The following are 
definitions of the respective types of cost.

2.7.1 Sub-cost: Tuition
The expenditure on tuition includes salary costs for teachers and any substi-
tutes during periods of in-service training. Other costs for in-service training 
such as course and seminar fees etc. are accounted for under “other costs”.

2.7.2 Sub-cost: Teaching materials, equipment and school libraries
“Teaching materials”, “Equipment” and “School libraries” covers fiction and 
non-fiction newspapers, magazines, brochures and other printed matter, as 
well as copies produced for teaching purposes. “Equipment“ means computers, 
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machines and tools used in teaching, audio-visual media and centres, consuma-
bles, software for teaching, teaching materials centres and department techni-
cians. In addition, costs for travel in connection with study visits, cultural 
activities and school camps are included here. “School libraries” covers costs for 
the purchase of books and for school librarians. 

The expenditure on teaching materials and equipment for county councils 
also includes costs for the substantial amount of machinery that is required in 
order to be able to run the courses. With regard to upper secondary and adult 
education with municipal and county council/municipal principal organisers, 
the expenses is accounted for net, i.e. any income has been deducted.

2.7.3 Sub-cost: School meals
The cost for school meals includes school meal and cafeteria activities, i.e. 
expenditure on food, transport and administrative costs, e.g. salary for dieti-
cians. Costs for premises are not included. The costs are accounted for net, so 
that, for example, youth hostel operations in the summer or deliveries to other 
sectors such as care of older people do not affect the comparative figures. For 
municipalities that purchase school meal services from contractors, costs for 
premises etc. may be included.  

2.7.4 Sub-cost: Premises, fixtures and fittings
In the expenses on premises, fixtures and fittings, internal rentals can be cal-
culated at cost price or at market price. Property services are included in the 
costs, which was not the case in the accounting for 1998. If premises are used 
for more than just school activities, only that part of the cost relating to school 
activities is included here, i.e. the income that corresponds to costs for the use 
of the premises for other activities is deducted. Premises for courses relating to 
natural resource use also include stables, barns, greenhouses, farm  buildings 
etc. This affects both the expenditure per pupil and the area per pupil for these 
courses. Expenses for premises is calculated net for municipal and county 
 council courses. 

The area of premises for all types of school has been converted in  accordance 
with the method of accounting specified by the principal organiser. Usage 
area has been allocated a weight of 1.0, cleaning area 1.2, gross area 0.85 and 
net area 1.035. If the principal organiser has not specified a method or has 
 specified several methods, no conversion has been made.

2.7.5 Sub-cost: Other costs
“Other costs” includes costs for administration, school management, study 
and careers advice, joint municipal activities, pupil assistants, in-service train-
ing for teachers and other staff, e.g. course and seminar fees (excluding salary 
costs), development work not connected to teachers’ in-service training, union 
work, school hosts, interpreters, costs for pupils who are seeking asylum etc. 
Previously, expenses/income for school management and for study and careers 
 advice were accounted for separately, but since 1998 these types of cost have 
been included in “other costs”.

2.8 Joint municipal activity

Joint municipal activity means the school activity’s share of expenses for the 
municipality’s common telephone switchboard, ADP unit, salary administra-
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tion etc, i.e. those costs that have been apportioned between the municipality’s 
different areas of activity.

In municipalities where most of the upper secondary school pupils attend 
upper secondary school in another municipality, it has been reasonable to 
 apportion joint municipal expenses in accordance with the number of upper 
secondary pupils registered in the municipality or with the upper secondary 
school’s turnover, including payment to other municipalities. When calculating 
the expenses per pupil in the municipality’s own upper secondary school, these 
costs have only been related to the few pupils who attend their home upper 
secondary school, e.g. pupils on individual upper secondary programmes. This 
has resulted in considerable variation in the total expenses per pupil in upper 
secondary school for school municipalities.

2.9 expenditure for municipality of residence

For municipal compulsory school and upper secondary school, expenses on 
school transport, travel expenses and board and lodging is shown in the total 
expenses for the municipality of residence.

3. Private management and independent principal organiser

3.1 privately run pre-school activities and school-age child care

Privately run pre-school activities and school-age child care means pre-school 
activities and school-age child care for which the municipality is responsible 
but which is organised and carried out by a body other than the municipality. 
Private pre-school activities and school-age child care may be run as parental 
co-operatives or staff co-operatives or be run by associations, companies, other 
private bodies (e.g. housing enterprises, trusts) or other public bodies (county 
councils or other public principal organiser).   

3.2 independent principal organiser

At many independent schools, substantial parts of the administration, care of 
premises etc. are dealt with through not-for-profit work. In this way, costs can 
be kept down. This may apply to schools that are in the process of starting up 
or schools that have relatively few pupils.

Certain schools with an international specialisation receive support from  
the “homeland” of the respective language. The homeland may, for example,  
pay for tuition, staff training and premises. Thus the costs for such schools 
cannot be compared with costs for municipal schools (without taking this into 
 account).

Unlike municipal schools, independent schools pay value added tax, which 
results in increased expenses for the independent schools.

During the accounting period (2008), several independent schools started 
up, both at pre-school class, compulsory and upper secondary level. In this 
report, an independent school is classified as newly started if the school com-
menced its activities during 2008, i.e. it has not been active during the whole 
of 2008. Expenses for these schools is not included in pre-school class table, 
compulsory school table or in upper secondary school table, but is included in 
table “All activities within pre-school activities, school-age child care, schools 
and adult education”. Only the total expenses diture for the period of reference 
(2008) is collected from newly started schools, unlike the other schools from 
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which different types of expenses are collected. These types of expenses are 
then added up in order to obtain the total expenses. Expenses for independent 
schools for pupils with learning disabilities is not collected.

Closed schools which ceased to operate during 2008 at both pre-school class, 
compulsory and upper secondary level are reported in a similar way. Expenses 
for these schools is not included in pre-school class table, compulsory school 
table or in upper secondary school table, but is included in table “All activities 
within pre-school activities, school-age child care, schools and adult education”.

Concerning independent schools following changes was carried through 
during the reference period: 51 Compulsory schools and 61 Upper  Secondary 
schools have been added to the total number of schools. Similar data 
 conserning terminated independent schools: 13 Compulsory schools, 5 Upper 
 Secundary schools and 2 pre-school has bee added.

 All independent schools are classified according to their specialisation. From 
the latest collection there is five specialisations (general, confessional, Waldorf, 
International schools and National boarding schools.

4. Pre-school activities and school-age child care

The data on enrolled children and staff in pre-school activities and school-age 
child care are collected annually since 1970:s. Since 1991 separate data is col-
lected on activity with municipal organiser and private organiser respectively. 
The collected data describes the extent of pre-school and school-age child care 
activities in the municipalities on the 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008. 

From 2009, with data from 2008, the variable cost for full-time children was 
no longer reported.

5. Pre-school

The number of pupils in pre-school class is an average between 15 October 
2007 and 15 October 2008.1

6. Compulsory school

Pupils with learning disabilities integrated into compulsory school are included 
in the number of compulsory school pupils. When calculating the expendi-
ture per pupil for Sami school, integrated Sami school pupils are included 
in the number of pupils. Expenses for pupils registered in the municipality 
 includes all costs for the municipality’s compulsory school, including net costs 
for school transport. To this have been added costs for pupils who attend 
 independent school or Sami school.

7. Special school

The cost of special needs resource centres and learning centres is not included 
in the total expenditure for the special schools in table 2 but is included in the 
total expenditure in table “All activities within pre-school activities, school-
age child care, schools and adult education”. The number of pupils in special 
school is an average between 15 October 2007 and 15 October 2008.
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8. Compulsory education for pupils with learning disabilities

Pupils integrated into ordinary compulsory school have not been included in 
the figure for number of pupils that has been used when calculating expenses. 
The differences in costs per pupil between local authorities can depend on 
which type of special needs school activity was undertaken.

9. upper secondary education for pupils with learning disabilities

Pupils integrated into ordinary upper secondary school have not been included 
in the figure for number of pupils that has been used when calculating expens-
es. The differences in costs per pupil between local authorities can depend on 
which type of special needs school activity was undertaken.

10. upper secondary school

The variation in total expenses per pupil between the municipalities is consid-
erable in respect of upper secondary school. This is largely related to the differ-
ent types of education that are provided in each municipality and the consider-
able differences that exist with regard to machinery and premises requirements 
for different courses. The number of pupils among whom the partly fixed 
costs for premises, for example, are to be apportioned is also significant. If the 
municipality organises courses that require substantial capital expenses for a 
small number of pupils, the expenses per pupil will be very high, particularly 
in comparison with theory-based courses with large numbers of pupils. This is 
particularly apparent in respect of premises and teaching materials. Differences 
may also depend on organisational or accounting differences such as the degree 
to which the activities have been decentralised.

The reporting of pupils on individual programmes has also involved dif-
ficulties. On the basis of Statistics Sweden’s pupil statistics, it is not possible to 
determine whether these pupils are being taught or whether they are participat-
ing in trainee work or the like. All pupils have been treated as full-time pupils 
with the result that certain municipalities’ upper secondary expenses appears to 
be low.

Expenditure for county council education specialising in natural resource 
use is affected by special circumstances. The considerable volume of machinery 
required for natural resource courses is accounted for under the heading “teach-
ing materials, equipment and school libraries”. This involves very high costs. 
In the same way, costs for premises can be high since costs for e.g. stables and 
farm buildings are included. Costs and income for running the schools’ farms, 
forests and gardens are shown under “teaching materials”. This type of cost can 
thereby show negative values. The reason is that the income from the opera-
tions is greater than the expenses.

The number of pupils converted to fulltime pupils has been used as the 
denominator when calculating the cost per pupil in respect of the county 
councils’ upper secondary education. The calculations are based on the number 
of pupil weeks that the respective county council has reported for each type 
of school. One full-time pupil generates 40 pupil weeks during the whole 
school year, so the sum of pupil weeks is divided by 40 in order to arrive at the 
number of full-time pupils.

Costs for pupils registered in a municipality include all costs for the munici-
pality’s upper secondary school, including net costs for school transport. To 
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these are added costs for pupils in upper secondary associations, independent 
school and the county council’s upper secondary school plus those studying 
with other education providers.

Costs for upper secondary associations are included in the expenditure for all 
municipalities and in the reporting of minimum and maximum values but not 
in the comparative figures for the municipality groups.

11. municipal adult education

The number of pupils converted to full-time pupils has been used as the de-
nominator when calculating expenses per pupil in respect of adult education in 
the municipalities. The calculation of the number of full-time pupils has been 
made by calculating the number of tuition hours for the pupils during the year. 
The total number of tuition hours has then been divided by 540 (36 weeks 
x 15 tuition hours at 60 minutes) in order to arrive at the number of full-
time pupils. The number of tuition hours for 2008 has been calculated as the 
number of tuition hours in the spring term of 2008 plus the number of tuition 
hours in the autumn term of 2008. For the county councils’ adult education, 
see the corresponding section for upper secondary school.

Costs have been collected from municipal principal organisers, divided into 
basic adult education, upper secondary adult education and supplementary 
education respectively. County councils only organise upper secondary adult 
education and supplementary education.

12. Education for adults with learning disabilities

Converted pupils have been used as the denominator when calculating cost per 
pupil. This measurement has been calculated in order to neutralise differences 
in the number of hours per week per pupil between municipalities and between 
county councils. The calculation is based on the number of hours that a pu-
pil studies, calculated as an average for the country (average of total number 
of pupil hours per week during the measurement weeks, week 42 2007 and 
2008, divided by the total number of pupils). For each principal organiser, the 
number of pupil hours per week within that organiser’s sector has been divided 
by the average study time nationally per pupil. The average study time calcu-
lated for the country in total was 2.9 hours per pupil and week for 2008.

13. Swedish tuition for immigrants, Sfi

The total expenditure for SFI includes premises costs and others. Payment 
made to other education providers such as study associations and folk high 
schools is included. 

14. independent supplementary education

Independent supplementary education follows on from upper secondary edu-
cation and can be seen as preparation for higher education where a certain 
amount of subject or vocational proficiency is required. The expenses data re-
lates only to courses subject to government inspection and entitled to student 
grants and/or government grants. Each education provider submits expenses 
and income data along with the number of full-time pupils per course for 
which the school receives a government grant. For course(s) entitled to student 
grants a summerized account of costs is submitted.
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15. Swedish education abroad

The data on expenses refers to all education at Swedish schools abroad, i.e. edu-
cation for both eligible and non-eligible pupils at compulsory school and upper 
secondary school, pupils with tutoring on distance learning courses and pupils 
with supplementary Swedish tuition. 

The data refers to expenditure for the school year 2007/08.
The schools have, in general, reported cost data in local currency. Published 

data refers to Swedish kronor, with the currency conversion carried out by 
Statistics Sweden. The currency rate that has been used is based on the annual 
average of the currencies’ selling rates on the last day of each month (source: 
SEB).

16. Pupil welfare and study careers advice

Data of annual employees in pupil welfare and study careers advice will be 
 published in year 2010.
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Appendix 2: Data reliability

The following quality declaration first shows certain statistical aspects, regard-
ing the presentation of the statistics, and then in a more explanatory way a 
 description of the quality for certain variables and all types of school.

For further information on the surveys underlying the report, see the quality 
declarations on the Statistics Sweden website at http://www.scb.se.

1. general

Data is based on comprehensive surveys using Statistics Sweden’s register of 
schools in Sweden, Swedish schools abroad and all Sweden’s municipalities as a 
starting point.

Despite the comprehensive surveys, the statistics presented do not represent 
any precisely fixed values, but only estimations of them. The estimation con-
cept refers to the fact that the statistics that are presented do involve an element 
of uncertainty. The uncertainty is caused by different factors interfering with 
the survey. Factors of uncertainty that may have affected the survey results are 
mainly shortcomings in the basic register, missing data and measurement and 
processing errors. In order to prevent such errors occurring, extensive examina-
tion, correction and supplementation work has been carried out.

2. Data collection, basic register1 and reference period2

2.1 Data collection

The collection of municipal school expenditure has been integrated into the 
municipal accounting summary since 1998. Statistics Sweden has been com-
missioned by the government to carry out the collection annually. The data 
is taken from the municipalities’ annual accounts and is based on the same 
 definitions as those in the municipally adapted normal accounting plan of the 
The Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions.

Data from other principal organisers is collected via separate surveys.
The latest date for the presentation of data to Statistics Sweden was 18 

March for independent supplementary education, 20 March for independent 
schools, 31 March for municipalities, 14 April for Swedish schools abroad, 15 
April for Sami school and special schools, 16 April for county councils. The 
last submission date was. Several principal organisers presented their data on 
expenses after this date.

2.2 checking submitted data

All municipalities and county councils and most independent schools have 
submitted expenditure data on electronic forms. This has meant that, from an 
early stage in the collection process, the informants have been able to acquaint 
themselves with preliminary key figures. This oppurtunity is important because 
the informants are able to assess the plausibility of the submitted data.

1 Basic register = List that defines all units pertaining to the population.
2 Reference period = The period to which the statistics refer.
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Informants who have submitted responses within a reasonable time have 
been able to see their data in relation to that of other municipalities on a 
password-protected website. Thus, the informants have accordingly had further 
opportunities to make corrections to data already submitted.

In addition to the feedback reports, extensive reviewing and updating work 
has been carried out, involving a great deal of contact with informants in mu-
nicipalities, county councils, Swedish schools abroad and independent schools.

2.3 Basic register

Data on municipal school expenditure is provided by all the municipalities in 
the country.

Statistics Sweden’s school register has served as a basic register of informants 
for county councils, independent schools, independent supplementary educa-
tion and state schools. The register is updated annually by way of enquiries 
submitted to all principal organisers. In addition, the register is constantly 
 updated with changes that come to the notice of Statistics Sweden.

The Swedish National Agency for Education provides a basic register of all 
Swedish schools abroad.

2.4 Reference period

The numbers of pupils and children applied in the calculation of costs per pu-
pil/child are in most cases an average value between the school years 2007/08 
and 2008/09.

For principal organisers with a split financial year (certain independent 
schools and Swedish schools abroad), however, only the number of pupils 
school year 2007/08 has been applied.

With regard to municipal adult education and education for adults with 
learning disabilities plus the county council’s upper secondary education, an 
average value between the spring term of 2008 and Autumn term of 2008 have 
been used in the calculation of costs per pupil.

The number of pupils on 15 October 2007 has been used for pupils in 
Swedish schools abroad.

The calendar year 2008 is the applicable accounting period for all expenses, 
with the following exception: 
– Independent schools and independent supplementary education programmes 

with a split financial year that show expenses for the financial year 2007/08. 
For these principal organisers, the expenses has been adjusted  upwards by the 
consumer price index (CPI) in order to correspond to 2008. 

– Swedish schools abroad show expenditure for the school year 2007/08.

2.5 corrections for missing data

In order to obtain the best possible measurements of, for example, national 
totals and municipality group values, corrections are made for missing data 
for the units which have not submitted data or whose data is deemed to be 
 implausible.

For the municipalities the correction of the average is based on the  average 
of the corresponding municipality group. The correction for missig data is 
based on the distribution of the municipalities in municiopality groups (see 
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Appendix 3). The municipality for which expense data is lacking is given an ex-
pense value corresponding to the average for municipalities in the  municipality 
group.

For independent schools, the correction for missing data has been carried 
out by imputing the average value for the group of independent schools in 
question. The same approach is taken to correcting implausible values. In these 
cases, the correction is based on classification according to the schools’ spe-
cialisation. For schools for which expenditure data is lacking or is deemed to 
be inadequate, correction has been made for the missing data by the total cost 
per pupil for the specialisation to which the school belongs being multiplied 
by the number of pupils at the school. The number of pupils is equivalent to 
an average for the school years 2007/08 and 2008/09. For the schools with a 
split financial year that have submitted data, only the number of pupils for the 
school year 2007/08 is used. Corrections have been carried out for specialisa-
tions where data from schools is not reported. In this publication correction for 
missing data has been carried out for 16  schools.

For independent supplementary education, a correction for missing data has 
been carried out by imputing the average value for the group of education pro-
grammes to which the missing programme belongs.

3. Comparability with previous statistics

Data corresponding to that which is published in this report has, in most cases, 
been collected previous years as well. Usually, there is nothing to oppose com-
parisons being made between the different years. For some reported groups 
and/or estimations, however, meaningful comparisons over time cannot be 
made without taking into account the changes which occurred in 2007 and 
2008.

3.1 level of financing via fees

The level of financing via fees in pre-school activities and school-age child care 
indicates how large a proportion of the municipal cost of child care activities is 
financed through fees. Fees refers to all external fees paid by parents.

3.2 Data relating to independent schools

Since the number of schools has increased each year, the same schools are not 
being compared from year to year. Some schools also change specialisation 
from year to year.

For schools at upper secondary level, data has only been collected from 
schools that have received municipal or government grants. No expenditure 
data has been collected from schools for pupils with learning disabilities.

Despite a great deal of direct contact with the schools, it sometimes has been 
difficult to find the reasons for unusually low or high expenses. It has been 
 difficult to obtain documentation for the necessary correction/supplementation 
as well. One reason for this may be that the principal organisers report leisure-
time activities, pre-school classes and compulsory school integrated. This might 
cause difficulties for the schools distributing data on the different types of 
 activities.
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4. brief quality review

4.1 pre-school activities and school-age child care

Certain key figures regarding expenses within child care have been calculated 
per full-time child. The conversion to full-time child has been done with the 
help of a conversion factor that has been multiplied by the number of  children 
enrolled in the respective activity. The conversion factor was produced by 
 Statistics Sweden in 2005, as commissioned by the Swedish National Agency 
for Education.

4.2 pre-school class

Several municipalities and independent schools experience difficulties in re-
porting costs for compulsory school and pre-school class separately. The schools 
often report leisure-time activities, pre-school class and compulsory school in-
tegrated. 

4.3 compulsory school

In many municipalities, school, pre-school activities, school-age child care and 
leisure-time activities are becoming increasingly integrated. In surveys of school 
income and expenditure, this means that data has to be estimated to a greater 
extent or standardised by the informants. When calculating the expenditure per 
pupil in compulsory school, integrated pupils with learning disabilities have 
been included in the number of pupils.

The purchase and sale of activities from and to another municipality, i.e. 
payment received from or made to another municipality, should correspond at 
national level. The difference that still does exist may in part be explained by 
the fact that some municipalities have not been able to account for income and 
expenses. Another explanation may be that the paying municipality includes 
the cost of staff who accompany disabled pupils in its accounting, while the 
municipality receiving payment only accounts for the income for the pupil.

The expenses per pupil for a few independent schools is very high. This 
is due either to a low number of pupils or to the school being relatively new. 
Some schools also run, in parallel with the school activities, some form of 
 treatment centre and this can involve high expenditure per pupil

4.4 education for pupils with learning disabilities

When calculating the expenditure per pupil, pupils who are integrated into 
compulsory school have been excluded. Unlike other types of school, expendi-
ture for school transport is included in the total expenditure for education 
for pupils with learning disabilities, in addition to other specified costs. The 
expenses for school transport is sometimes included in the inter-municipal 
payment made between municipalities. This means that certain municipalities 
have not been able to account separately for their school transport costs and 
that such costs not are included in the total expenses.

Several municipalities have reported that they do not have any costs for, for 
instance, premises and teaching materials. In many cases this is because the 
activities are integrated with, for example, compulsory school and therefore it 
is very difficult to distinguish whether expenses are high or low. Some munici-
palities also consider themselves not to have this type of costs. 
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As of 1999, the cost of school transport per pupil is calculated from pupils 
registered in the municipality instead of, as previously, from school municipal-
ity pupils.

4.5 special school 

The data has been collected from the Special School Authority and from 
the Resource Centre – Sight in Örebro and the Resource Centre – Speech 
and  Language in Sigtuna. The costs for special needs resource centres and 
 knowledge centres are not included in the total expenses for the special schools 
in table 2 but are, on the other hand, included in table “All activities within 
pre-school activities, school-age child care, schools and adult education”. 

4.6 Upper secondary school

The expenses for municipal upper secondary schools are, for certain munici-
palities, very low/high, due to those municipalities only having pupils on indi-
vidual programmes. These pupils are not always full-time pupils. Furthermore, 
the expenditure per pupil is affected by how the expenses on joint municipality 
activities has been apportioned between the municipality’s different activities. 

For some municipalities, the purchase and sale of activities from and to 
 municipalities is very low per pupil. This is because these municipalities only 
purchases and sells some of the places on educational programmes.

For further quality report of purchase and sale of activities from and to other 
municipality and the home municipality’s total cost, see compulsory school.

4.7 Municipal adult education

The presentation of expenses for municipal adult education is divided 
 between basic adult education and upper secondary adult education/supple-
mentary  education. It is difficult for certain municipalities to separate costs 
between these levels. A certain measure of care should therefore be used when 
 interpreting the data.

One of the ways that expenditure in municipal adult education is reported is 
per full-time pupil. To give an accurate picture when comparing municipalities, 
account has been taken of how many hours the pupils study. A full-time figure 
has then been calculated to allow comparison of full-time pupils.

Costs for county councils’ adult education are, in some cases, very difficult 
to distinguish from upper secondary school costs. This is particularly applicable 
to costs for premises but, to a great extent, to tuition as well. The reason is the 
extensive joint use of teachers, premises, equipment etc. that occurs in this type 
of activity. The data should be treated with major caution and preferably be 
considered for county council education as a whole, inclusive of upper second-
ary school.

4.8 education for adults with learning disabilities

In several municipalities, all the expenses for this type of education has been 
estimated. The most common reason for this is that data has not been present-
ed separately or is included in municipal adult education. An explanation for 
high/low values can be difficult to find.
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4.9 independent supplementary education 

Education providers which offer independent supplementary education find 
it difficult to separately report expenditure for education which is divided into 
basic and intermediate levels and which is considered by the informant to be 
one and the same thing. When both educations belong to the same group, i.e. 
both are entitled to either student grant or to government grant, the total cost 
and the total number of annual pupils have been used.
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Appendix 3: Municipality group classification from 
January 1, 2005

The municipality group classification has been made by the Swedish 
 Association of Local Authorities. The classification has been divided into nine 
groups according to structural qualities as for example, size of population, com-
mute patterns and trade and industry structure. The municipality groups are:

Big cities: (Metropolitan municipalities, 3 municipalities) Municipality with a 
population in excess of 200,000 inhabitants. 

Suburban municipalities: (38 municipalities) Municipality where more 
than 50 per cent of the resident population commutes to work in another 
 municipality. The most common destination will be a big city. 

Larger towns: (27 municipalities) Municipality with 50,000 to 200,000 
 inhabitants and a densely populated area exceeding 70 per cent.

Commute municipalities: (41 municipalities) Municipality where more 
than 40 per cent of the resident population commutes to work in another 
 municipality.

Sparsely-populated municipalities: (39 municipalities) Municipality with fewer 
than 7 inhabitants per square kilometer and fewer than 20,000 inhabitants. 

Manufacturing municipalities: (40 municipalities) Municipality with more 
than 40 per cent of the resident population between ages 16–64, employed in 
manufacturing and industrial organizations.

Other municipalities, over 25,000 inhabitants: (34 municipalities) 
 Municipality that doesn’t belong to any of the other categories and got more 
than 25,000 inhabitants.

Other municipalities, 12,500–25,000 inhabitants: (37 municipalities) 
 Municipality that doesn’t belong to any of the other categories and got  
12,500–25,000 inhabitants.

Other municipalities, fewer than 12,500 inhabitants: (31 municipalities) 
 Municipality that doesn’t belong to any of the other categories and got fewer 
than 12,500 inhabitants.
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